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ON THE DECOMPOSITION OF LANGLANDS
SUBREPRESENTATIONS FOR A GROUP IN THE

HARISH-CHANDRA CLASS

EUGENIO GARNICA VIGIL

Abstract. When a group G is in the Harish-Chandra class, the goal of classi-

fying its tempered representations and the goal of decomposing the Langlands

subrepresentation for any of its standard representations are equivalent. The

main result of this work is given in Theorem (5.3.5) that consists of a formula

for decomposing any Langlands subrepresentation for the group G . The classi-

fication of tempered representations is a consequence of this theorem (Corollary

(5.3.6)).

I. Introduction and Notation

1.1 Introduction. Admissible representations were introduced by Harish-
Chandra in order to study spaces of functions on a homogeneous space for

a real semi-simple Lie group. The main example of admissible representations

is given by the irreducible unitary representations of the group. Most of the

work of Harish-Chandra is valid not only for real semisimple Lie groups but
for groups in the Harish-Chandra class; groups we will be working with (Defi-

nition (1.2.2)).
The main objects appearing in this paper are the admissible representations

of a group in the Harish-Chandra class C. Let g be the complexification of
the Lie algebra of the group C and let AT be a maximal compact subgroup.

The connection between admissible representations of C and (g, iT)-modules
is given by the Harish-Chandra correspondence, explained in (4.1.5). Theorem

(4.1.7) provides the properties of the correspondence that make apparent the

importance of the analysis of the category of (q , A^)-modules.
One of the strongest results achieved in the representation theory of the group

G is the Langlands classification, carried out by Langlands, Knapp, Zuckerman
and Milicic, mainly. This consists in the classification of all irreducible ad-

missible representations of the group. (In contrast, the problem of classifying

its irreducible unitary representations remains open.) The formulation of such

classification in terms of real parabolic induction and tempered representations,

for a group C in the Harish-Chandra class, is given as follows (see [K] for this):
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For a fixed minimal parabolic subgroup P = MAN, the Langlands classifi-

cation establishes a one-to-one correspondence between equivalence classes of

irreducible admissible representations and all triples ( Px , [ ax ], vx ) such that

(a) Px — MXAXNX is a parabolic subgroup of C and P ç Px .
(b) [ax ] is the class of an irreducible tempered representation ax for Mx .

(c) exp(i/i ) is a non-unitary representation of Ax such that (-Re(^i )) is

in the open Weyl chamber determined by Ai .

The correspondence associates to an irreducible admissible representation X a

triple (Pi, [ai], ux) such that X is the unique irreducible subrepresentation

of G contained in the induced module Ind^((Ti ® vx ® 1).

The definition of a tempered representation can be found in [K] and [W-

2]; however, for the sake of exposition, we adopt the definition of tempered

given in (4.1.17). The reason to do this is the fact, due to Harish-Chandra,
that any irreducible tempered representation of G is the subrepresentation of

one unitarily induced from discrete series. We insert this in the Langlands
classification above.

The representations Ind^ (ax <g> vx <g> 1) above are called final. For a parabolic

subgroup P2 = M2A2N2 , a standard representation is an induced representation

Ind£2(<72 ® v2 <8> 1) where a2 is a discrete series representation of M2 and

(- Re(^2)) is in the closed Weyl chamber determined by A2 . As an application

of parabolic induction by stages, we note in (4.1.21) that a final representation

is a subrepresentation of some standard, and each standard representation can

be decomposed as a direct sum of final representations.
While the maximal completely reducible subrepresentation, the Langlands

subrepresentation, of a final representation is irreducible, that of a standard

representation might have a proper subrepresentation in general. Thus, using
the Langlands disjoint theorem (see [K] and [Green]), which asserts that an ir-

reducible admissible representation cannot be a direct summand of two differnt

standard representations, the Langlands classification implies that the set of ir-
reducible admissible representations is the disjoint union of Langlands packets,

each of which consists of the irreducible constituents that appear in the di-

rect sum decomposition of the Langlands subrepresentation of some standard

representation.
What makes the study of standard representations more accessible than final

ones is due to the fact that discrete series are better known than tempered repre-
sentations. We observe in (4.1.21), applying induction by stages, that classifying
tempered representations is equivalent to knowing the decomposition of all the

Langlands subrepresentations. The main result of this paper is Theorem (5.3.5),

which provides a formula for the decomposition of the Langlands subrepresen-

tation of a standard representation when the group G is in the Harish-Chandra

class. The classification of tempered representations is an easy consequence

(Corollary (5.3.6)).
A formula for the decomposition of the Langlands subrepresentations is an

important step toward solving the Kazhdan-Lusztig conjecture for the category

of admissible representations. The solution of this conjecture is to find an

algorithm to describe the composition series for any standard representation.
As for the classification of tempered representations, its value is evident just

by the Langlands classification; however, we should underline the significant
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role tempered representations play in Harish-Chandra's monumental work. In

[H-Ch 3] Harish-Chandra approaches somewhat to a classsification theorem
for them. He seems to include there (Theorem 8) the fact that all irreducible
constituents of an induced representation from discrete series have the same
multiplicity.

The classification of irreducible tempered representations was achieved by

Knapp and Zuckerman in [K-Z] for linear reductive Lie groups. Mirkovic in

[M] extends this result for non-linear groups in the language of ö-modules.

Our description of the classification differs from Mirkovic's; it follows Vogan's
approach.

One common tool used in the sources above and in the Vogan calculus is the

Knapp-Stein theory of the i?-group.

In a different setting, we find once more that tempered representations play a

leading role. They appear in Arthur's work involved in his trace formulas. In the

unpublished paper [A], Arthur studies elliptic tempered representations. Here,

by means of the i?-group, he provides a classification of irreducible tempered
characters for a connected reductive algebraic group over a local field of char-

acteristic zero. However, discrete series for p-adic groups, /?-groups, central
extensions of iî-groups cannot be explicitly computed as in the real case.

As mentioned, we use Vogan's method. By means of the Harish-Chandra
correspondence and the Vogan-Zuckerman theory of cohomological induction,

in [Green] Vogan provides a formula for the decomposition of any Langlands

subrepresentation of a general standard representation for a linear group, re-

ducing the problem strikingly to study fine representations (section 2). Either
for a linear or connected real reductive Lie group, he defines an action of the

R-group associated to a standard representation on the set of its minimal K-
types in the special situation when these are fine. At this level the multiplicity

of any minimal AT-type and any irreducible representation appearing in the

Langlands subrepresentation is one. It turns out that the proper Zuckerman

functors applied to induce these to standard representations of G preserve this

multiplicity-one property (5.1.7).
As shown in Example (1.1.1) below, the multiplicity-one property fails for a

group in the Harish-Chandra class. To compute multiplicities, the main obstacle
to overcome in generalizing Vogan's formula is the lack of a natural extension

to the case of non-linear groups of the action of the i?-group R¿ for standard

representations Ind£(r5®l) given in [Green] when S is a fine Af-representation.

In Lemma (4.3.3) we are able to construct an action not of the Z?-group Rg but

rather of its group of characters R¿ on the set of ¿-primary parts of the minimal

A"-types that are fine, Ad(o). Then, this can be extended on the set of minimal

AT-types A(8) because of the bijection between Ad(S) and A(ö). This provides
a transitive action on A(S) and on the irreducible constituents in the Langlands

subrepresentation of Ind£(r5® 1). Moreover, since Zuckerman functors behave

very well, we can extend this new action to the general sitution.

We observe that in order to compute multiplicities it is enough to reduce

the problem not only to the setting where minimal AT-types are fine but to the

special situation when the group G is basically a direct product of copies of
5/(2, R). To be more precise, see Example (4.3.1).

Example 1.1.1. There exists a group G in the Harish-Chandra class such that
its identity component G0 is given by
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_ (Sl(2, R) x 5/(2, R))

and if P = MAN is a minimal parabolic subgroup of G then M is isomor-

phic to the quaternion group. Write M° := M n G0 ; hence M0 s Z/2Z.
Consequently, we have G/G0 s M/M° S Z/2Z + Z/2Z. Let ô be the two-
dimensional representation of M. It is known that this representation restricted

to M° can be written as the direct sum ô\m° — S0 + ö0 where ô0 is the non-

trivial representation of Z/2Z ; that is, we have the multiplicity m(ô0 ,ô) = 2.

Using Lemma (4.3.2), we conclude that Ind£(r5 ® I) = I + I where I is an

irreducible representation of G appearing with multiplicity two; there is only
one minimal AMype in the standard representation appearing with multiplicity

two.

The decomposition in Theorem (5.3.5) is formulated in terms of represen-

tations which are cohomologically induced from pseudo-characters, which are

generalization of regular characters. Standard representations correspond pre-

cisely to regular characters (see [Green]). A result in [A-B-V] asserts that any

representation induced from a final character, (5.1.13), is non-zero and inde-

composable. On the other hand, applying Schmid identities to a standard rep-

resentation we can decompose it as direct sum of representations induced from

final characters. Although the pseudo-characters that we find to decompose a
Langlands subrepresentation in Theorem (5.3.5) are not necessarily final, the

representations they give rise are indecomposable. This means that each of this

representations is isomorphic to one induced from a final character.
This paper contains the results obtained in my doctoral thesis at M.I.T. I

would like to thank David Vogan, my thesis supervisor, for having suggested

this subject to me, for his patience during many discussions, and for having
given me some suggestions for the improvement of this manuscript.

1.2 Notation.   We will use the following notation coming from [Green]:

Lie groups are denoted by upper case italic letters such as G, H, P, L, ... ,
and complex Lie algebras are denoted by German letters such as g, É, u, ... .

Lie(C) is used to mean the real Lie algebra of the Lie group C. Real Lie

algebras are denoted by German letters with subscript o, and their complex-

ifications are denoted by the same letters without the subindex o. Example:

0O = Lie(C) and g = g0 <8> C.

For a Lie group L, L0 will denote the identity component. If g is a re-
ductive Lie algebra with a Cartan subalgebra h, A(g, h) will denote the set of

roots of h in g. More generally, if V is the representation of an abelian Lie

algebra, A(V) = A(V, h) will denote the set of weights of h, in V. For A(V),
we write

p(V) = p(A(V))=l-( £  X)

A€A(K)

(sum with multiplicities)

Now, to describe the type of groups we will be working with, suppose Gc is a

connected reductive algebraic group over C. In this case, denote 0 = Lie(Cc).

Definition 1.2.1 [A-B-V]. An antiholomorphic involutive automorphism

a : Gc —> Gc

will be called a real form of Gc .
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We get an antiholomorphic involutive automorphism of 0 by da : g —» 0,

which is the differential of a real form a of G. Denote

G(R,a) = {geGc\a(g) = g},

g(R,a) = {X£S\da(X) = X}.

When C(R, a) is a real compact Lie group, a is called a compact real form

for Gc . Every connected reductive algebraic group Gc over C has a compact

real form that we denote by ac.

Definition 1.2.2. A real Lie group G is said to be in the Harish-Chandra class

if we have

(a) a connected reductive algebraic group Gc over C,

(b) a real form a of Gc commuting with ac,

(c) a homomorphism <p : G -* G(K, a) having finite kernel and finite coker-

nel,

(d) Ad(G) ç Ad(Gc).

We will identify g0 = Lie(G) with g(R, a) and g0 <8> C with 0 through <p .
Suppose G is in the Harish-Chandra class with data (Gc, a, <p) as in def-

inition (1.2.2). Consider the Cartan involution 6 = a • ac. We get a maximal

compact subgroup K for G, a Cartan decomposition G = K x exp(p0) and an

Iwasawa decomposition G = KAN by transferring under the inverse image of

<p the corresponding structure from G(R, a). Every parabolic subgroup Px of

G is the inverse image under <p of a parabolic subgroup of G(R, a). So tp~x

gives us a Langlands decomposition for Px ; Px = MXAXNX.
An important point is that <p~x applied to a Harish-Chandra subgroup of

G(R, a) is automatically a Harish-Chandra subgroup of G ; for instance, MXAX

and Mx are in the Harish-Chandra class. For a Cartan decomposition G =

A" x exp(p0), TXAX will denote the corresponding Cartan decomposition for a

0-stable Cartan subgroup Hx   (HXC\K=TX).

Write G* = Ad~'(Ad(G0)) ( and for any S ç G, S* will stand for S n G*.

For any compact Lie group C and any Cartan subgroup H, C and H will

denote the corresponding sets of isomorphism classes of irreducible representa-

tions. _

Suppose B ç A , and ô e B and p e A . m(S, p) will denote the multipli-
city of ö in the restriction p\B .

II.   AÍ-FINE REPRESENTATIONS AND   A"-FINE REPRESENTATIONS

(2.1) Let G be a Lie group in the Harish-Chandra class (Definition (1.2.2)),

with a Cartan decomposition G = K x exp(p0) and with Cartan involution 6 .

The complexification of the Lie algebras 0O = Lie(G) and t0 = Lie(AT) are

denoted by 0 = g0 <8> C and I = t0 ® C.
Write p = p0 ® C ; thus, 0 = t + p . Let h be a ö-stable Cartan subalgebra

of 0. The root system A = A(0, h) gives rise to the following root space

decomposition:

0 = f) + Yl0a •
aSA

There is a natural action of 6 on A(0, h). This yields different types of roots.
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Definition 2.2. For a 0-stable Cartan subalgebra h of 0, we call a root a e

A(s,h)
(a) real if 0 • a — -a,
(b) imaginary if 0 • a = a,

(i) compact imaginary if 0 • a = a and 0a - £,

(ii) noncompact imaginary if 0 • a = a and 0Q ç p ,

(c) complex if 6 'a^±a.

(2.3) (a) Let a0 be a maximal abelian subalgebra of 0O contained in p0 with

complexification a and underlying subgroup A of G (i.e., a0 = Lie(^)). Set

M    =   centralizer of o0 in A",

M'   =   normalizer of a0 in A".

(b) Consider a 0-stable Cartan subalgebra \js containing a0 . Such an algebra

is called maximally split. We define two sets of restricted roots:

ÄV    =    {a\a   \a\a ¿ 0 and_a € A(g, If) },

A   =    {a€Ar\\a£Ar}.

Here we mention some important results involving A, found in ([H], Chap-

ter VI). Both sets Ar and A are root systems. A is in fact a reduced root

system and its Weyl group W(A) can be identified with W = M'/M. Iwa-

sawa decompositions of G containing KA are in one-to-one correspondence

with minimal parabolic subgroups containing MA and these, in turn, are in

one-to-one correspondence with positive systems for A.

Definition 2.4. Let a be a root in the reduced root system A, defined in (2.3).

(a) It is called real if a is the restriction of some real root of A.
(b) It is complex if a is not real.

(2.5) Let G be a group in the Harish-Chandra class (1.2.2) with data (Gc, a,

q>).    Now we know, there is a non-trivial homomorphism  SL(2,R)  —^

G(R,a) for any real root a e A such that <I>Q (diagonal matrices) ç H^,

4>a[(00)) €0a, and (f>a carries inverse transpose of 5/(2, R) to the Cartan

involution of G. Here H^ is the Cartan subgroup of G(R, a) corresponding

to h0 and d<S>a = <j>a . Moreover, we have the following commutative diagram:

5/(2, R)   —&-♦       0O       <—!— g0

exp expL exp

SL(2,R) -^-+ G(R,a) <—— G

where expL is the exponential map in the linear group. We put

Za = 4>a^Q   0JJ ,     o-^Oa^j    0JJ =expL(|za)

and

m'a = (o>a)2 = <t>JH    _°j
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Lemma 2.6 ([Green], p. 172). For the elements defined in (2.5), the map (pa is

unique up to conjugation by ( Q lj on sl(2, R) ; hence, Za and a'a are well

defined up to sign and inverse respectively. Furthermore,

(a) (m'a)2 = I and m'a e <p(M).

(b) a'a € (p(M'), and the image of a'a of a'a in M'¡M is the reflexion sa

in W.

We are interested in the image of the exponential not in G(R, a) but rather

in G. Thus, we define

Definition 2.7. For any real root a € A denote

aa = exp [jZa)     and     ma = (<7a)2

So aa £ M' and ma e M.

Definition 2.8. Let A and M be as in Definition (2.3).
Let Hs = TA be the Cartan subgroup of G corresponding to h0 = t0 + a0 .

G is called quasisplit if M = T.

(2.9) Let 0 the Cartan involution of G (or 0). The subgroup {1,0} of

Aut(o), denoted by F, acts naturally on both A = A(0, ff) and 0. For every

root a e A, note 0 • ga = gea . Suppose G is quasisplit. Thus, A(g, ff ) does

not contain imaginary roots, and for any root a e A, ga + gea is an irreducible

subspace of 0 under the action of Y. Write [ ß ] for the set {ß, 6ß) for any

root ß € A, and A/T = { [a] \ a e A}. Therefore, we have the following

decompositions:

0 = ff +   I      ¿2     3a+Q8c\
\[a]6A/r /

and

t = ts+    Yl    cz«+    E    **
[a]€A/r,   8a=-a [a]€A/r,   6a¿±a

where Za is defined in (2.5) for a real root a. There is no ambiguity in the

decomposition since by Lemma (2.6), Za — -Z_Q. The set Iß is the one-

dimensional space tC\(gß + goß) given for a complex root ß .
Assume from now to the end of this section that G is quasisplit, (2.8). We

consider the decomposition 0 = [0, 0] + 3. Write mJ = m il ([g, 5]) (m =
Lie(Af) ® C). Therefore, we have   m = ms + (3 n m).

Definition 2.10. With the previous notation, an irreducible representation X of

m is called fine (with respect to 0 ) if

X\ms = 0.

Definition 2.11. A representation (Ô, Vs) e M is called fine (with respect to G)
if under the induced representation of m, V& is a sum of m-fine representations

(2.10).

Definition 2.12. In the notation (2.9), a representation y of t is called fine
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(a) for the class [a] e A/T, of a complex, y\ta = 0,  and

(b) for [a] e A/r, of a real, the eigenvalues of y(iZa) lie in the range

[-1,1].

Definition 2.13. A representation (p,Vß) e K is called fine if under the
induced representation of l, Vß is a sum of 6-fine representations (2.12).

We want to make use of some results from [V-I] that are proved for G = G0

(connected). Therefore, it is important to note:

Remark2.l4 ((Notation (1.2) and Definitions (2.10), (2.11), (2.12) and (2.13)).

For D = M or D = K, write D° = DnG0. Let y be in D. The following
three conditions are equivalent:

(a) y is a Z?-fine representation.

(b) ylo» is a sum of D°-irreducible fine representations.
(c) y\i)o contains a Z)°-fine representation.

(The proof is easy; for D — M is trivial, and for D = K we use the fact
that K = MK0 and M = T.)

(2.15) We will be often in the following situation:
Let A and B be a compact Lie groups with B a normal subgroup of A.

Assume that R = A/B is a finite group. For these pair of groups, there is a

homomorphism of groups c : A —> Aut(fi) defined by c(a)(b) = aba~x with

a € A, b e B . We can induce an action of A on B defining x• y = y(c(x~x))

for x e A, and y e B. Since under this action B acts trivially on B, the

action of A factors to an action of R on B . If we assume that R is abelian,

we make R act on A by tensor product, i.e., given y e A and x € R, we

define % • y = x ® 7 ; then   x • 7 € A .

(2.16) We add to our notation the following list: Suppose ô e B and p e A
are such that ó occurs in p\B ; put

A6 = stabilizer of ô in A

Rs = Ag/B = stabilizer of S in R

Rß = stabilizer of p in R

Pà — ¿-primary subrepresentation of B on p\B.

(2.17) Assume we are in situation (2.15) and that ô e B occurs in p e A

restricted to B . The following are well-known facts (see for example [C-R]).

(a) ps is an irreducible ^¿-representation, and A¿ is the stabilizer of p§ in
A, Aß6.

(b) p\A{ is the direct sum decomposition xx • p¿ + x2 • ps + ■ ■ ■ + xr • p¿ ,

where {xx, ■■■ , xr} = A/As (r = \A/AS\), and ô occurs in Xj • ps\B if and
only if xt e As .

(c) With the usual induction functor for compact groups, we obtain p =

Ii<a*#);
From time to time we will write a representation as a pair ( y, V) or (y, Vr)

to make explicit the underlying complex vector space.
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Definition 2.18. _Assume S e M is a fine representation. The set of good roots

for S, denoted A,$, consists of roots a in A such that, in terms of (2.4), either

(a) a is real and ô(ma) ^ -/, or

(b) a is complex.
_

Remark 2.19. For a given real root a, and a fine representation (S, Vg) e M,

S(ma) / -/ is equivalent to the weaker condition that S(ma) does not have

(-1) as an eigenvalue.

Proof. Suppose that S(ma) does have (-1) as an eigenvalue. Let M° = G0 n

M. Now, restricting S ,

ö\m° = ö0 + mx • S0 + ■ • • + ms • S0

for some elements mx, ■■■ ,ms in M, and for some M°-irreducible fine rep-

resentations S0, mx • S0, • • • , ms • S0 , by Remark (2.14).

Thus decompose Vs as follows: Vs — V¡o + Vm] jo + ■ ■ ■ + Vm¡,s„ ■ We

may assume that (-1) is an eigenvalue for S0(ma). Let v e VSo such that

S0(ma)v = -v . This implies for j = 1,2, ■■■ , s

mjS0(ma)(S(mj))v = S0(mjmamjx)(S(mj))v = S(mj)(S0(ma))v

= -(¿(mj))v

Therefore, for all j, (-1) is also an eigenvalue for mjS0(ma). It is enough to

prove the observation for G = G0 . This is the case proved in [V-I]. D

Remark 2.20. Taking S and S0 from the proof of Remark (2.16), we conclude

A¿ = A^ . In [V-I], Vogan proves that A^ , the good roots for S0, is a root

system.

The following property of A^-representations will allow us to determine them

in terms of the Weyl group W = M'/M.

Proposition 2.21. Suppose we have two A-representations (p, V) and (p', V)

that are fine, (Definition (2.13)). Then

HomK(p, p') = HomM.(/i, p')

Proof. C is obvious. For the other direction, suppose T : V -* V is a M'-

homomorphism. To prove that T is a AMiomomorphism, we use the fact that

K = M'K0 = MK0 . Thus, it is enough to prove that T is a A"0-homomorphism

or, equivalently, a t-homomorphism. Recall the decomposition of I in (2.9)

with respect to A/T. Now, write p for the induced representation of I from p .

For any complex root a, p(x) and p'(x) are zero for any jc€ta (Definition

(2.12)). It follows that for any v e V

T(p(x)v) = T(0) = 0 = p7(x)T(v).

Fix a e A a real root. Let us consider a basis D — {vx,v2, ■■■ , vm} (re-
spectively D' = {v[,v'2,--- ,v'm,}) for V (respectively for V) such that

Vj (respectively v',, ) is an eigenvector of p(iZa) (respectively of p'(iZa) )

with eigenvalue Sj (respectively s¡, ) in [-1, 1] for any j = 1,2, ■•■ , m (re-

spectively / = 1, 2, ••• , m' ). Hence, Definition (2.7) implies that for any
j =1,2, ■■■ , m ,

p(aa)vj = p(exp(^Za))Vj = e'Wvj
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(and similarly p'(aa)Vji = e~^ls''v'y for any j' = 1,2, ■■■ , m'). So p(aa)

and p(iZa) are simultaneously diagonalizable. For a fixed index /, we can

write

T(Vj) = ax -v'x +a2-v'2-\-vam< -v'm, where a¿ G C for each /c = 1,2,--- , m'.

Applying /i'(erQ) to both sides of the equality, we have

axe-W • «Í +... + M-*^ • <,- = n'(oa)T(Vj) = r(//(<7a)u;) = e"f fcT(!v)

where the second equality is given by the invariance of T. This implies that

for any a^ ± 0, s¡■ = s'k ; because s/ and j¿ are in [-1, 1]. Therefore,

p7(iZa)T(Vj) = SjT(vj) = TXtyUy) = T(p(iZa)Vj)

for any 7 = 1,2,--- , m . This proves the proposition. D

Corollary 2.22. Let (p, V) and (p', V) be two K-fine representations (2.13).

Then
(a) The restriction p\m> is irreducible.

(b) p = p' if and only if p\M. S p'\M,.

Proof. This a direct consequence of Proposition (2.21). D

Example 2.23. We can get to the situation (2.15) for fine representations. Put

A = M', B = M and R = W = M' /M, and suppose p G A is the restriction
of a Affine irreducible representation (Corollary (2.22)). In the notation (2.16),

the result in (2.17) implies

(a) Wßi = Ws and M'ßs = M's .
(b) 1¿\m¡ = Wi-Ps + W2-P6 + --- + wr-ps, for {Wi,-- , wr} = M'/M's  (r =

\M'/M'Ô\).
(c) to, • ps = w7 • Ps if and only if w¡ = Wj.

(d) p = lndt(Ps).
a

(e) m(S, p) = m(S, ps) = m(w • S, w • pö) = m(w ■ S, p), for every w G

W = M'/M.

Definition 2.24. In view of Corollary (2.22), for any fine representation S G M,

we define
(a) A(S) = {p G K | p is a A"-fine representation, and S occurs in p\m) ■

(b) Am(S) = {p G Af' | p is the restriction of an element in vi(r5)} .

(c) Ad(S) = {^i¿ G Mg I /z¿ is the ¿-primary part of an element in A(S)} .

Remark 2.25. The restriction maps from A(S) to ^4m(r5) and from Am(S) to

^d(f5), Definition (2.24), are bijective.

Proof. Corollary (2.22) implies that the first restriction map is, in fact, bijective.
For the second restriction map we find that its inverse is given in (2.23)(d); this

is given by the induction functor. D

It turns out that A(S) ^ 0 (Proposition 4.2.3); hence, the other two sets

Am(S) and Ad(S) are also non-empty.

(2.26) Recall S, S0, and As = A~So from Remarks (2.19) and (2.20). Denote

rV(As) for the corresponding Weyl group of A¿ . In the proof of Proposition

(2.21) we saw that for any real root a G A, and for any fine representation
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(p, V) G K, the eigenvalues of p(aa) are of the form <??" with s G [-1, 1].

By definition of As , if the real root a is in A¿ then S(ma) ^ -I. Then for any

Ps G Ad(S) (Definition 2.24), ps(ma) has eigenvalues of the form enis with

s G (-1, 1). Therefore, we can compute ps(ma)i. This implies that ps(oa),

being equal to Pt(ma)i, can be computed from ps(ma); therefore, it leaves

invariant each irreducible submodule of M in V.

Let (S, V0) g M be a subrepresentation of (p, V)\m with V0 ç V. Fix a

real root a G A¿ . Thus, we have that for any m e M and for any v & V0

aa • S(m)v = ¿((Tamrj"1)^ = á(ma)2(5(m)(5(ma)~i>.

Therefore, aa • ¿and a are in the same class in M. Since aa • S is in the class

sa- S , sa G ^(Aj). So, the conclusion is sa • S = S . On the other hand, for

any complex root ß G As , Sß G W(AS) has a representative k = exp(x) G K

with x G X![Q]6A/r, a|a=j?(*") (see decomposition of t in (2.9)).

Thus, we have that k • S is a representative for Sß • S in M and ps(k) is

the identity by definition of being fine.
For any v € V,  and for any m e M

k • S(m)v = S(kmk~x)v = ps(k)S(m)ps(k~x)v

This implies that k • S and S are representatives of the same class in M. In

other words, Sß • S = S ; identifying S with its own class.  We conclude that

W(AS) ç Ws.
In fact, more is true.

Proposition 2.27. Assume we are in the setting (2.26). Under the Weyl group

action, Ws normalizes As . In particular, W(AS) is a normal subgroup of Ws .

Proof. The second statement follows from the first one. To prove the first

assertion is enough to assume that G = G0 . This case is proved in [V-I].      D

Definition 2.28. We denote,

(M's)° = inverse image of ^(A^) in M',

Ws° = (Ms)°/M=W(Ks),

Rs = Ws/Ws° =M's/(M's)0.

Rs is called the i?-group associated to S .

(2.29) Now, let us fix a system of positive roots A^ for As = ASo and define

(Notation (1.2))

Pi. = Pô = P(K) ■

Choose a positive root system A for A such that p¿0 is dominant. Then
define

Äi = {aGÄ| (a,pSo) = 0}

and A^ = As n A   .

In [V-I], we find important properties involving As.
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Proposition 2.30. In the notation above, the following holds:

(a) As is a root system, As   is a strongly orthogonal set {ax, ■■■ , ar}  of

simple roots of A  .

(b) If a G As, a is real and S0(ma) = -I.

(Using Remark (2.19), a e As implies also that S(ma) =-I.) D

Definition 2.31. Write Rcs = {w e Ws \ w(K¡) = A¡}.

By definition, Rcâ is the stabilizer of As ç A¿ in Wg (Proposition (2.27)).

Write W(KS) for the Weyl group As. It is clear that W(KS) S (Z/2Z)r.

Proposition 2.32 (Definition (2.28)).   Wg can be decomposed as follows:

(a) Ws = RôW°.

(b) Rs ç W(AS).

Proof. The proposition uses only the properties of the group of automorphisms

of a root system.   For (b) we apply Chevalley's theorem ([Green], Lemma

(4.3.29)). D

Corollary 2.33 (Definition (2.28)). The R-group Rs is a direct sum of copies

of the group Z/2Z. D

III. The R-grovf

Vogan constructs an action of Rs on A(S) (Definition (2.24) (a)) by us-

ing certain involutive automorphisms of the maximal compact subgroup K ;
they can be thought as extensions for the characters of Rs ([Green], Defini-

tion 4.3.47). These extensions do not exist when our group G is non-linear.

However, we can still build up an action of Rs on Ad(S). As consequence of
Remark (2.25), we extend this action on Ad(S) to one on A(S).

(3.1) Let S be a fine representation of M. Consider Ad(S) as in Definition

(2.24)(c); Ad(S) ç M'& . Let Rs be the i?-group associated to <5. In the

situation (2.15), Rs acts on M'& . Let pg G Ad(S) and write Rg-pg for the orbit

of pg in M's under the action of Rg . We want to prove that Ad(S) = Rg • pg .

The next result provides half of the desired statement.

Proposition 3.2.  Ad(S) ç Rs • pg .

Proof. Let (ps, VMi) and (p's, V^,) be in Ad(S) which are restrictions of

(p, V) and (p', V) in A(S), respectively Remark (2.25). Define Vß ß< =
HomM(Vßi, V¿.).

(a) Vß,ß' is a A/¿-module as follows : For each homomorphism T £ Vßyßl,

and each vector v G Vs , define

(x • T)(v) = p's(x)T(ps(x-x)v) = x(T(x-lv)).

Since M is a normal subgroup of Mg, the action of M's on Vß > ̂ is well-
defined.

(b) The action in (a) restricted to the group (Ms)°, defined in (2.28), is
trivial. To see this, we note that (M's)° is generated by M and {cra}ae^ ■ For

a complex root ß e As , Oß fixes any element of Vßtlii. This is so because,
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by definition, pg(aß) and p'g(aß) are the identity maps. On the other hand,

for any real root a e As , we observed in (2.26) that pg(aa) and p'g(aa) can

be computed as pg(ma)^ and p's(ma)2 respectively. Therefore, Ji(iZa) leaves

invariant Vßi (resp. p'(iZa) on V¿, ) (Definition (2.5)). In the same fashion as

in the proof of Proposition (2.21 ) let us consider a basis D = {vx, v2, ■ • • , vm}

(resp.   D' = {v\, v'2, ■ • ■ , v'm,}) for Vßt  (resp. for V, ) such that Vj (resp.

v'j, ) is an eigenvector of p(iZa) (resp. of p'(iZa) ) with eigenvalue Sj (resp.

s'j, ) in (-1,1) for any j = 1, 2, • • • , m (resp. / = 1, 2, • • • , m' ). Hence,

Definition (2.7) implies for any j = 1, 2, • • • , m ,

Ps(°a)Vj = /¿¿(expt-Za))^- = e-V*iV)

(and similarly p's(aa)vji = e'^i'v'j, for any / = 1, 2, ■ ■ • , m! ). Now, let T

be in Vßtßi. Fix an index /. Suppose, r(u/) = a¡ • v[ + a2 • v'2 H-h am- • v'm,

where afc G C for each k = 1,2, ■■■ ,m!. Applying p'g(ma) to both sides of

this last equality, we have

aie-ms[ .„{ + ... + am,e-n<' ■ v'm, = ps(ma)T(Vj) = T(ps(ma)Vj)

= e~Kis'T(Vj).

Hence, for any ^ ¡í 0 we have s'k = Sj, because s'k and Sj are in the
interval (-1, 1). Therefore, for any j = 1,2, ■■■ , m ,

p's(oa)T(Vj) = e~^T(Vj) = T(e-**> • Wy) = T(ps(aa)Vj)

The assertion of statement (b) follows.

(c) By statement (b), the action of M's on Vß ¡fi> factors to an action of Rs ,

(Definition (2.28)). Define a homomorphism of Af¿-modules <p : Vß^ß- <s> ps -*

p'g by tp(F ® v) = F(v) for F e Vßyßi, and v e Vßs. For each m G M's,

m((p(F ® v)) = m(F(v)) = m(F(m~x(mv))) = (m • F)(mv)

= <p(m « F <g> mv) = (p(m(F ® v))

On the other hand, Vßtß> # 0 and <p ̂  0, for pg, p'g G A/(r5). Since ií¿
is abelian by Corollary (2.33), Vßißi can be decomposed into a direct sum

of one-dimensional representations of Rg. Therefore, there exists / G Rg

such that <p\ : x <8> Ps -^ ß'g is a non-zero isomorphism of M's-modules. Thus

Pg = X • Ps € Rg • pg . Hence, Proposition (3.2) holds. D

Corollary 3.3. For any pair p and p' in A(S), Definition (2.24), we have

(a) m(S, p) = m(S, pg) = m(S, p's) = m(S, p').
(b) m(S, p) = E7€{M7jo dim(Hom{^).(y, ps)).

Proof, (a) is a direct consequence of Proposition (3.2). Meanwhile, (b) holds

because of (b) in the proof of Proposition (3.2):  Vßiß< = Hom^).,^, p's). D

Definition 3.4. Suppose ps G Ad(S). Set

F?s = {)C£Rs\X®Ps = P6}   and   R¡ = R^/R¡.

It is clear that our Definition (3.4) is independent of pg .
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Proposition 3.5. In the notation of (3.4), we have.

(a) For any pô G Ad(S), we have Ad(S) = Rs ■ pâ = Rxg • Ps ■

(b) For any ps G Ad(S), the multiplicity of S in pg\M is m(S, pg) = \Rg\^ ■

Statement (a) of Proposition (3.5) means that we have an action of Rg on

Ad(S) that is transitive.
The proof of Proposition (3.5) will be given in two parts. Proposition (3.5)

(a) is proved in Lemma (4.3.3) and Proposition (3.5) (b) is Lemma (3.8) (b).

(3.6) As preparation for the proof of Proposition (3.5), we formulate three

lemmas.
For the rest of this section, assume we are in the situation (2.15). Suppose

R = A/B is an abelian group, S G B , p e A and S occurs in p\B . Recall the

definitions for Ag, Rg, Rß and pg from there. Write also A = A/Ag .

Lemma 3.7. Denote (Rg)ßs for the stabilizer of ps in Rg .  We have two short

exact sequences

(a) 1 - A - R -!♦ Rg -> 1,

(b) 1 - Ñ -» R„ -^ (Rs)ßi - 1

where ¥(*) = %\a,

Proof. 1->.R,$->.R-»A->1 is a short exact sequence of abelian groups.

Hence, (a) holds. What (b) claims is that X'P = P if and only if x\as'Ps = Ps ■
Assume x ® P = P ■ It implies that x \as ® Ps = x • ps for some x element
of A. But, since x\a¡ ® Ps restricted to B is a sum of S's, then x € Ag;
therefore, x • pg = pg . To prove the other direction, we make use of the fact

(2.17) which shows

P = In<ii(/"<5) - Indited ®Pg) = X®P

Lemma (3.7) follows. D

Lemma 3.8. Suppose again that R = A/B is abelian, situation (3.6). Then,

(a) The restriction p\B is irreducible if and only if Rß = I.

(b) m(S,p) = m(S,pg) =J$jk|i •
(c) Ag = B if and only if Rß = R and m(S, p) = 1.

Proof. Mackey's theory tell us that lndi(p\B) = J2   ~x • P ■ Next, we apply

the Frobenius reciprocity theorem:

HomA(p, lndi(p\B)) = HomB(p\B, p\B)

Therefore, HomB(p\B, p\B) = ¿2x€A HomA(p, x • p) = Cm where m = \Rß\.

This implies that p\B is irreducible if and only if m = 1. This proves (a).

To prove (b) we use result (2.17). We get for {xi, • • • , xr} = (A/Ag),

r r

Cm = HomB(p\B, p\B) = J2HomBfai-Ps\B,Xi-ps\B) = ^2HomB(ps\B, ps\B)
í=i i
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where r = \A/Ag\. Conclude that m(S, p)2 = dim(HomB(pg\B, pg\B)) =

\Rß\\A/Ag\~x. Hence, Lemma (3.7) (b) implies Lemma (3.8) (b). Similarly,
(c) is consequence of this. The lemma follows. D

From Lemma (3.7) and Lemma (3.8), we get the following consequence.

Corollary 3.9. We obtain

(a) R/Rß = Rg/(Rg)ßi.

(b) \N\-x\Rß\ = m(S,p)2.

(3.10) Now, suppose we have a third group C such that B C C C A. Suppose

also that R = A/B is an abelian group. Denote Nx = A/C and S = C/B .

Let us assume that r\ G C is such that it occurs in p\c and n\B contains S as

submodule. First note that C ç An ç AgC : since if x • n = n for some x e A,

this implies that x • S = y • S for some y e C ; that is, y~xx G Ag and then

je G AgC. For n, we write

Q    =   {x G R | x\c ®n = x-r]   for some x G A },

Qo  =   {x € R I x\c ® n = n }

Lemma 3.11. We have

(a) Q/Q0 = (AgC/A,,).
(b) m(S, p) = m(S, n) m(n, p) \Q/Q0\ ■

Proof. As in Lemma (3.7) (a), the following is a short exact sequence

1 -» Ni -+R^S^ 1

where ¥(*) = x\c ■ Clearly Q0 = ^(S,). Thus, R/Q0 =J/(Sr,)^

We have natural actions of S x (Ag C) on C and Rx Nx on A .

( 1 ) Rx Nx acts on ^ by tensor product, as .R does.

(2) 5x (AgC) acts on C as follows: given (/, y) G 5x (yíáC) and co G C,

we define (*, y) • co = y • (x ® w). (Since S is abelian, y • x ~ X • Then this
action is well-defined.)

We are interested in the orbit £2 = (S x (AgC)) • n contained in C. The

action of S x (AgC) on Q factors to an action of S x (AgC/A,,). Write

(S x (AgC/Aq)),, for the stabilizer of n in S x (AgC/A,,) and (R x Nx)ß for

the stabilizer of p in R x Nx.
We have three short exact sequences:

(i) l^S,^(Sx(AsC/Av))v^AgC/An^l,

(Ü) i^Nx-^Q^(Sx(AgC/A,)\->l,

(iii) 1 - A¡„ - (R x Nx)ß -Í¡- Ö - 1

where 7t, is the projection with respect /-factor, / G {1, 2} , and q> is defined

in the following way. For any x € Q, there exists, by definition, an element y

in A such that x\c • 1 = y • n . Then define q>(x) = (x\c > J7 ') where y is the
class of y in ^//l, . We claim that y is an element of AgC. But (x\c • >/)|b
contains ¿ as submodule, then (y • rç)!^ also contains á.   This implies the
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existence of an element c G C such that S = c • y • S . Therefore, y • c G As
and then y g Ag C.

The group Q0 is also equal to <p~x(Sv). Hence Q/Q0 = (Sx(AgC/Arl))n/Srl,

and (S x (AgC/An))n/Sn = AgC'/An. This proves (a). On the other hand, we
have the short exact sequence:

(iv) l-»^-»(Ax%^*ÎVÎ-»l.

Applying cardinality,

I^HAil    =    |(jR x ^)A| = |A^||ß|    =\NXß\\Nx\\(Sx(AgC/Ar,))ri\

=    \NXß\\Nx\\S,\\AsC/Av\

In short, \Rß\ = |Ai/J|.S,/||.4,$C/.d,/|. This, in turn, implies

\A/As\-l\Rß\ = lA/A.r'lAgC/A.WAgC/Asr'lR^

m]A/An\-l\Nlß\\C/.Ct\-*$i\\AeC/All?.

In view of Corollary (3.9) (b), we conclude

m(S, p)2 = m(S, n)2 m(n, p)2 \AÔC/An\2.

This proves Lemma (3.11). D

IV. Real parabolic induction and (0, A")-modules

4.1 Admissible representations. For a group G in the Harish-Chandra class

with maximal compact subgroup K, let 0 and È be the complexification of

0O = Lie(G) and l0 = Lie(A') repectively. Write 11(0) for the universal en-
veloping algebra associated to 0.

The concept of admissible representations was introduced by Harish-Chandra

on comparing the irreducible unitary representations of a semisimple Lie group

with irreducible representations of its Lie algebra. This concept was developed

and generalized for groups in the Harish-Chandra class by many people, no-

tably by Lepowsky in his paper [L]. This work gave rise to the definition of the

category of (0, AT)-modules.

(4.1.1) We recall that the definition of a representation (n, X) of G on a

complex Hilbert space is given by a continuous homomorphism n : G -* 93 (X).
We assume that <8(£), the semigroup of bounded operators on X, is endowed

with the weak topology, and n(l) is the identity operator. When n(G) consists
only of unitary operators, we say (H,X) isa unitary representation. Now,

given two (unitary) representations (n, X) and (X, 2U) of G, we say they are

(unitarily) boundedly equivalent if there is an invertible operator Q : X —►

2D such that Q and Q~l are (unitary) bounded intertwining operators w.r.t.

n and S.

Definition 4.1.2. A (0, A')-module is a pair (n, V) with V a complex vector

space, and n : 11(g) U A" —► End( V) is a map which, restricted, is simultaneously

a il(0)-module and a representation of K, satisfying

(a) V consists of A"-finite vectors (i.e., any o in F satisfies dim(AT • v ) <
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(b) The differential of the representation of A" on F is the same as the

representation of 11(0) restricted to É0 = Lie^).

(c) If X G 0,   A: G A" and v eV then

n([Ad(k)X]) • v = 7i(k)(n(X)(n(k-1) • v)).

The set of (0, A")-homomorphisms for two (0, A")-modules (71, V) and

(a, W) is defined by the following collection:

Honi(B ) jf) ( V, W) := {Q: V —► W | Q is complex and linear,

such that Qn = aQ].

We say (n, V) and (a, W) are equivalent if there is an invertible element in

Hom(g,k)(V , W). The category whose objects are all (0, A^-modules and the

maps are given by all the sets Hom^^F, W) will be denoted by c(0, A").

Next, we define the category 0(0, K), of admissible (0, A")-modules.

Definition 4.1.3. Let (n, V) be any object in c(0, A*).

(a) (n, V) is called admissible if for any (a, W) G A", dim(Homjf(ft/, V))
is finite.

(b) (n, V) is called of finite length if it is so as a il(0)-module.

(4.1.4) Denote by 0(0, K) the full subcategory of admissible (0, A")-modules
of c(0, A^), and by 5(0, K) the full subcategory of objects of finite length in
a(0,A").

(4.1.5) For a representation (n, X) of G we denote the set of A"-finite vectors

by XK ((4.1.2) (a)), (n, X) is called admissible if for any (a, W) G K,
dim(Hom/s:(ry, Xk)) is finite. We construct the Harish-Chandra correspon-
dence:

For any admissible representation (n, X) of G we associate to it the module
(ii, Xk) of (g, A") on the set of AT-finite vectors of X, given by the restrictions

íí\k — n|jf and 7r|Bo = dYl\xK • This correspondence is well-defined due to
Harish-Chandra's result on the differentiability of n on Xk , ([H-Ch 1]). Then
(ñ, Xk) is called the Harish- Chandra module associated to (U, X).

Two admissible representations of G are called in finitesimally equivalent

if their corresponding Harish-Chandra modules are equivalent (0, AT)-modules.

(4.1.6) We adopt the common definition of submodule for the category c(0, K).

However, we say (n, 2D) is a G-subrepresentation of the representation (n, X)

if 2D is a G-invariant closed subspace of X. Based on this, we define ir-

reducible, reducible, and indecomposable (0, A")-module (resp. G-representa-

tion) in the usual way.

The following properties of the Harish-Chandra correspondence justify the

attention paid to the category c(g, K), and the identification of a G-representa-

tion with its Harish-Chandra module in some occasions.

Theorem 4.1.7 ([W-l], [W-2]). Let (U, X) be a representation of G.
(a) If (U, X) is admissible, the Harish-Chandra correspondence (4.1.5) es-

tablishes a bijection between G'-subrepresentations of (H,X) and the (g,K)-

submodules of (ñ, Xk) ■ In particular, (l\, X) is irreducible if and only if
(ñ, Xk) is irreducible.
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(b) If (n, X) is irreducible unitary then it is admissible.

(c) Any irreducible object in c(0, A") is in a(g, K), and it is the Harish-

Chandra module of some admissible representation of G (necessarily irreducible

by (a)).
(d) Two irreducible unitary representations of G are unitarily equivalent if

and only if they are infinitesimally equivalent.

Definition 4.1.8 (Notation (4.1.5)). Let (n, X) be an admissible G-represen-
tation.

(a) (n, X) is said to be of finite length if (ii, XK) is in $(g, K).
(b) (n, X) is completely reducible if (it, Xk) is a direct sum of (0, K)-

submodules that are irreducible.

(4.1.9) Now, fix K as above, let G = A^4A be an Iwasawa decomposition,

and let P — MAN be the corresponding minimal parabolic subgroup. From

definition (2.3), P determines a positive root system A = A(P, A) for the

reduced root system A. The collection of simple roots of A will be denoted

by A0. For any subset F ç A0, we build up a parabolic subgroup Pp of G

containing P.

First, we set

AF    =   {a G A I a(a) = 1 for all   a G F },

M p   =    centralizer of Af in G.

Next, define AF = {a G A   | a(a) ^ 1 for some a G Af}, and set

NF = exp( J2 (flo)a) ÇW
aEAF

where ]Ca€A(0o)<* *s tne root space decomposition of Lie(A) with respect to

Ä0. _ _

We get Pf = MfNf is a parabolic subgroup of G with Levi factor Mf.

On the other hand, MF can be decomposed as MFAF for some group MF
in the Harish-Chandra class of compact center ([W-2]). Thus, we obtain the

Langlands decomposition of PF , PF = MFAFNF .

It is known that in any conjugate class of parabolic subgroups of G there is

a unique representative of the form PF for some F .

Definition 4.1.10. A pair (PF, AF) constructed above for some F ç A0 is
called a P-pair.

(The P-pair for F = 4> is (P, A) and in this case MF = MA .) We denote
by A(PF, AF) the set of roots of aF = hie(AF) <g> C in nF - Lie(Ap) ® C.

Let (Pf, Af) be a P-pair with Langlands decomposition PF = MfAfNf .
We obtain representations of G from representations of Pf through the real

parabolic induction construction Ind^. ( ). The case we are mainly interested

in working on is Ind£f (y ®co® 1), where y is an admissible representation of

Mf of finite length, co is in Af , and Nf is acting trivially on y®(o®l.

Notation 4.1.11. We write lndfF(y ® co) instead of Ind£f (y <8>co<g> 1 ), and when

co = 1, simply as lndpF(y <%> 1).

For Ind^.(y ® co) in the previous situation we have the following properties.
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Proposition 4.1.12 ([Green], Chapter 4). We have the following properties for

real parabolic induction:

(a) lnd$F(y 9 co) is an admissible representation of G.

(b)Ify9co is a unitary representation of MFAF then lndpF(y9co) is unitary

and completely reducible.
(c) If y is a discrete series or limit of discrete series representation of MF

then lnd$F(y9co) has finite length.
(d) If PFl and PFl are two parabolic subgroups having the same Levi part

MFAF then the induced representations lnd$F (y 9 co) and Ind?f (y 9 co) have

the same composition factors.

Notation 4.1.13. We will write either

XG(y 9 co)   or  XG(PF ,y®co)

for the Harish-Chandra module associated to Ind£f (y 9 co).

We will need the following property of parabolic induction whose proof can

be found in [Green], Lemma (4.1.17).

Proposition 4.1.14 (Induction by stages). Let P be a minimal parabolic sub-

group of G, and let A0 be as in Definition (4.1.9). Consider Fx ç F2 ç A0 . Let
(Pf{, AFi ) and (PFl, Af2) be the two corresponding P-pairs (Definition (4.1.10)),

with Langlands decompositions Pft = MfAFiNF{ and PFl = MFlAp2NFl. Thus,

we have P ç PF¡ ç PFl, PFí n MFl is a parabolic subgroup of MFl, and

AFt = Af2 (Aft n Mf2 ). Suppose y is an admissible representation of MF¡,

and v is a representation of AFl . Write vx — v\Af nMFl and v2 = u\Af2 . Then

we obtain

Ind?, {y®v) = Ind%. (Ind^2nMf2 (y ® vx) ® v2).

To formulate the Langlands classification as in the introduction, we need the

parabolic subgroups to be in certain position with respect to the representations

we are inducing on. We identify in the natural way A with (o0)* for Lie(^4) =

a0 , in the following definition ([Green]).

Definition 4.1.15. Let P = MAN be a minimal parabolic subgroup, A and

A0 corresponding to P, as in Definition (4.1.9). Given F ç A0, v G Af is

called negative for PF (or PF negative for v ) if for all a G A , Re((a, u))

< 0. Put Fx = {a G A0 | Re((a, v)) = 0}. If v is negative for PF] , the P-pair

(PFx, AF¡) is said to be defined by (-Reí/).

(4.1.16) Let (PF, Af) be a P-pair with Langlands decomposition PF =
MpApNp. When co is a unitary character of AF and y is a discrete se-

ries representation of MF, we have from (4.1.12) (d) that lnd1F(y 9 co) —

IndpF (y 9 co) for any parabolic subgroup PF¡ containing MFAF . Such a rep-

resentation lndpF(y9co) will be called a standard tempered representation.

Definition 4.1.17. An irreducible admissible representation of G is called

tempered if it is a direct summand of some standard tempered representation

(4.1.16).
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A reason for giving Definition (4.1.15) is that lnd$F(y 9 v) has a unique ir-

reducible submodule when the P-pair (Pp, Af) is defined by (-Reí/) and y

is any irreducible tempered representation of MF . The statement in the intro-

duction on the Langlands classification makes use of this fact ([W-2], (5.4.1)).

In case G has compact center, Proposition 3.7 given in [B-W], Chapter IV

asserts that an irreducible representation (Ü, X) of G is tempered if and only

if for any pair of Affinité vectors x and y , the matrix coefficient (U.(g)x, y) :
G^C is in L2+e(G) Ve >0.

Definition 4.1.18. For a discrete series representation S, and v e AF is neg-

ative for PF, the induced representation lnd$F(S 9 v) is called a standard
representation.

Definition 4.1.19. For an induced representation Indff.(y 9 co) where y is an

irreducible tempered representation and PF is negative for co, we define its

Langlands subrepresentation to be the subrepresentation of G associated to

the (0, A")-submodule of XG(y 9 co) which is maximal completely reducible,

denoted by XG(y 9 co), under the Harish-Chandra correspondence. According

to (4.1.7) (a), we identify the Langlands subrepresentation with XG(y 9 co).

Note that the Harish chandra module of a standard tempered representation
satisfies XG(y 9co)= XG(y 9 co).

(4.1.20) To classify tempered representations of G, we will give an explicit

decomposition into irreducible representations for any standard tempered rep-

resentation.

(4.1.21) It is our main purpose to find an explicit decomposition of any Lang-
lands subrepresentation. This seems more general than classifying tempered

representations, but actually both tasks are equivalent: Let lndfF(S 9 v) be

a standard representation. Take Fx ç A0 such that the P-pair (PFl, AF{ ) is

defined by - Re v . We apply induction by stages to lndpF(S 9 v),

\nd%(8 ®i/) = Ind£_ (IndJJi,^ (y 9 vx) 9 v2)

Mf
where vx — v\Af^Mf and v2 = v\Af . Ind^ ^M (y 9 vx) is a standard tem-

pered representation. Thus, if we know the decomposition for this representa-

tion then we know the decomposition for the Langlands subrepresentation of

lnd1F(S 9 v). This is so, since for any irreducible tempered representation a

the Langlands subrepresentation of Ind?f (a 9 v2) is irreducible.

4.2 Minimal A"-types and /.-minimal A"-types. Suppose G is the Harish-

Chandra class with maximal compact subgroup K. Take Tc a maximal torus

of K. Put t0 = Lie(A") and tc0 = Lie(Pc). Fix a positive root system A+ for

A(t, tc) for this subsection, and define pc = p(A+).

By the classification of the representations of K0, we write any element of

K0 as nß where p G T$ is its highest weight (w.r.t. A+ ). To determine A" (for

K disconnected), we need the normalizer of F in if, denoted by NK(TC).

We note the property K = NK(TC)K0 . Set

mK = {neNK(Tc)\n'pc = pc}.
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Consider p &Tß . Since 7£ is a normal subgroup of 9t* , we are in situation

(2.15) with the triple (9t*, T¡¡, p). The stabilizer of p in 9t* is denoted by

(91*)^ • With respect to A+ we assume p e T<¡ is a dominant weight. Then we

write
K(p) = {n e K \ nß £ K0 occurs G 7i\k„}

We have certain generalization of the highest weight representation.

Proposition 4.2.1. With respect to A+, suppose p G T<¡ is a dominant weight.

(a) For 7t G K(p), the highest weights of the elements of K0 occurring in n\Ko

are of the form x • p for some x G 9t* •

(b) There is a one-to-one correspondence between K(p) and the set

3 := {y is an irreducible representation of (91*)^ | p occurs in y\r$}-

Proof. By the Frobenius reciprocity theorem, K(p) = {n G K \ n occurs in

Ind^^)} . On one hand, lndFcK(p)\n is the direct sum of the highest weights

of the constituents of Ind^rc^)!*,. Thus, (a) follows from (2.17) (b), and

K(p) is in bijection with the set {y G 91* | y occurs in lndFcK(p)} . The functor

Ind^j ( ), on the other hand, gives a bijection between 3 and the latter set.

Therefore, (b) holds. D

Now, denote p for the differential dp . Write ||y|| = (y + 2pc, y + 2pc) for

any y e (it0)* (which is not a negative real number).

Consider n G K(p). By Proposition (4.2.1), all its highest weights are of the

form x • p for some x G 91* . Since x • pc = pc, we can use any of these to

define ||7t|| := \\p\\.

Definition 4.2.2. Let X be a non-zero Harish-Chandra module for G. The set

of minimal A"-types of X is defined by

{(n, V)eK I dim(Hom*(F,X))^0,

and ||7t|| is minimal with this property}

Since ( , ) is positive definite on the weight lattice in (itc0)* and X is admis-

sible, the set of minimal A"-type of X is non-empty and finite.

Proposition 4.2.3. Suppose G is quasisplit (Definition (2.8)), S is afine repre-

sentation of M and v g Â is unitary. Let X be the Harish-Chandra module

of any irreducible tempered representation appearing as direct summand in the

decomposition of XG(S 9 v), (4.1.17). Then every minimal K-types of X is a

K-fine representation (2.13).

Proof. In [V-I], the result is proved when G is connected. Remark (2.14)

reduces the general case to this situation. D

Proposition (4.2.3) implies that A(S) (Definition (2.24)) is non-empty.

(4.2.4) Another way to order the A"-types of Harish-Chandra modules is based

in the Vogan calculus. For any p e T£ dominant, Vogan associates to it a
unique element X(p) G (itc0)* which is dominant with respect to A+ ([Green],

Chapter 5). Hence, for any p e T<- define ||yu||;i = (X(p), X(p)).
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It is possible to prove the property X(xp) = xX(p) for each x G 91* . There-

fore, in view of Proposition (4.2.1) (a), there is no ambiguity in defining for

any n G K(p')

\\Ti\U = (X(p'),X(p')).

Definition 4.2.5. Let X be a Harish-Chandra module for G. The set of X-
minimal A"-types of X is defined by

{(n,V)eK\ dim(Hom*(F,X))^0,

and ||7Tm is minimal with this property}.

(Definitions (4.2.2) and (4.2.5) do not coincide for arbitrary Harish-Chandra

modules; however, they are equivalent for irreducible representations ([V-I],

Lemma 8.8).) Now, consider the root space decomposition for 0 with respect

to \f , a 0-stable Cartan subalgebra containing tc.

0 =hC +  Yl s« •
a6A(8,rjc)

While for real parabolic induction we use (-0)-stable parabolic subalgebras

of 0 (namely, the Lie algebras of parabolic subgroups of G ), for the cohomolog-

ical induction construction we need to consider 0-stable parabolic subalgebras.

Definition 4.2.6 ([Green], Chapter 5). For any X G (itc0)* dominant with respect

to A+ , we construct the subalgebras I and u :

l = hc+ ]T 0Q     and     u= Y^ ft»-
a€A(8,r)c),<a,,l)=0 a€A(fl , ij'), (a ,X) >0

The 0-stable parabolic subalgebra of 0 given by q(X) = q = I + u is called the

0- stable parabolic   subalgebra of 0 associated to X.

(4.2.7) Let q = I + u be the 0-stable parabolic subalgebra associated to X(p)

with p € T<¡ dominant, and let L be the normalizer of q in G. It turns out

that L n K is a maximal compact subgroup of L containing Tc as maximal

torus. Write A+([) = A((n t, tc) n A+ . As in (4.2.4), the sets (LnK)(p) and
9c/.n* are defined for L instead of G. If x G A*nZ.(Pc) = (NK(TC) n L) then
X'p(unt) = p(u(lt). Thus, if we multiply both sides of pc — p(A+(í)) + p(unt)
by this JC , we have

x • Pc = Pc   if and only if x • p(A£(l)) = p(A+(l))

We conclude that 91* n L = 9tin* . In particular, (9li,n*)// = (91* n L)ß .
In fact, more is true:

Claim.  (91*)^ = (3W)„ .
To prove this statement is enought to prove (9t*)^ ç L, for this implies

that (9l*)A is contained in (91* n L)M . But any x G (91*)^ satisfies xX(p) =
X(xp) — X(p), in view of the property of X(p) in (4.2.4). This implies that

xeL. D
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Corollary 4.2.8. For any p g Tg dominant, let q be 6-stable parabolic subalge-

bra of 0 associated to X(p) (4.2.4). Then there is a bijection between the sets

K(p) and LnK(p).

Proof. This result is consequence of (4.2.4) and that (91*)^ = (9t¿n*)¿í holds.

D

4.3   Proof of Proposition (3.5).

Example 4.3.1. Let G be a group in the Harish-Chandra class satisfying the

following conditions:
(a) The center of G is compact,

(b) Lie(G) = 0O = fl¿ + g20 + ■ • • + g"0 + c0

where c0 is the center of g0 and gl0 = sl(2, R) ; ï = 1,2, — , n . Therefore,

ff = a? + c is a split Cartan subalgebra of 0 (Definition (2.3)), such that as0 n g'0

is a split Cartan subalgebra of g0 . We choose a set of positive roots A+(0, a) =

{ai, • • • , a„} which is a strongly orthogonal set of real roots. W = M'/M =

(Z/2Z)" is the corresponding Weyl group. Recall the definition of aa¡ and ma¡

(Definition (2.7)); / = 1, 2, • •• , n. Assume S G M is a fine representation

such that S(maj) = —/ for all i = 1, • • • , n . In the notation given in Definition

(2.28), the assumptions above imply that the set of good roots A¿ for S is

empty, and (M's)° = M. Thus, we have Râ = M'6/M = Ws ç W.

Lemma 4.3.2. Under the conditions stated in Example (4.3.1) (and notation in

Propositions (3.2) and (3.5)), the following holds:

(a) The R-group Rs acts on Ad(S) transitively.

(b) XG(S 9 1) = m(S, p)Y,ßeA(S)Ip> where Iß is an irreducible admissible

(0, Kfmodule with unique minimal K-type p. Moreover, p = p! in K if

and only if Iß and Ißi are equivalent (g, K)-modules. Iß appears in the sum

m(S, pftimes.

Proof. To prove (a), it suffices to show that \Rls\ = |^4¿(r5)| by proposition (3.2).

Case 1. Let us prove Lemma (4.3.2) (a) for G* (Notation (1.2)).

In this case, K* = TC. By Proposition (4.2.3), let p be a non-zero element in

A(S). We fix a system of positive roots A+(0, tc) = {ßx, ■ ■ ■ , ß„} making (-p)

dominant. Identify {ßi, ■•■ , ßn} with their corresponding analytic elements

in Tc. These elements are extensions of the characters in W. Now define

A„ := { ßi, 9 ■ ■ ■ 9 ßi, 9 p I ¿i < i2 < ■ ■ ■ < it ; where /, G {1, 2, • • • , n }}.

A,, contains 2" Pc-fine representations. Proposition (3.2) implies that A(S) ç

Aß . But ßii9---9ßi, 9p\m = p\m implies that any element of A^ restricted

to M contains S as submodule. Therefore, A(S) = Aß and \A(S)\ = 2" . This

implies 2" = |^4</(r5)| < \Rg\ < 2" . Then (a) holds in this case. Consequently,

we obtain that R¡ = Rg = W, M'S = M', \R°\ = 1 and W„ = 1.

Case 2. We reduce the general case to the Case 1.
Denote, Mr = MnTc and MT = M' n Tc. Again we make use of Proposi-

tion (4.2.3) to fix an element p in A(S). Let S0 be in Mp occurring in S\mt ■

By Remark (2.14), S0 is fine. Hence, Case 1 implies that A(S0) = A^ for some
p0 G A(S0). Choose p0 such that it is a direct summand of p\rc ■ We write
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Wc for the analytic Weyl group K/Tc. This group is isomorphic to (Z/2Z)m

for some m . Wc acts on K, and Wc acts on Aßo. Clearly, the stabilizer of

Po in K is exactly Tc (i.e., the stabilizer of p0 in Wc is exactly the trivial

group); equivalently (Wc)ß - Wc and m(p0, p) = 1 (Lemma (3.8) (c)).

Define R = M'/M, V = MT/MT, S = M'/MT and U = M/MT; thus,
W = R a V and   rfcsSs[/.

Without writing restriction, we regard /i as an element of M', and p0 as

an element of M'T based on Corollary (2.22). Thus, we get Sß = S and

m(/i0, /¿) = 1 . Moreover, from Case 1 (and |A^0| = 2"), Vßo = 1 and (M'T)So =
M'T.

Claim.  m(S0, S) = m(S, p).

Sublemma. The following two sequences

(i) 1 -» Äp -» A?X/Aff - 1,

(ii) 1 -* Cá - C - M'/M's - 1
are exact.

Assume for a moment this sublemma is true. In view of (M'T)go = MT, this

implies Ms /MT = MgJMp. Thus, as a consequence of sublemma (ii) we have

\M'/M's\\Ûs\ = \U\ = \M/MsJ\MsJMT\ = \M/MSo\\Rß\.

The last equality is an application of sublemma (i). So, \M/MSo\~x\Us\ =

\M'/Ms\-l\Rß\. By Corollary (3.9) (b), the claim m(S0,S) = m(S, p) fol-
lows.

On the other hand, since G/P = G*¡P*, we can write

lnd$(S 9 l)\G» = m(S0, S)    ^    lnd%(x-S09 I).

x€M/Mio

The number of Pc-fine representations on the left is equal to m(S, p)-\A(S)\-\S\

( \S\ — \WC\ is the number of rc-fine representations appearing in p\Tc for any

p G A(S), since (Wc)ßo = 1 ). Meanwhile, by Case 1 there are m(S0, S)\M/
MSo\\R\   Pc-fine representations on the right. This and the claim above imply

\R\\M/MSo\ = \A(S)\\S\ = \A(S)\\M/Ms0\\MsJMT\ = \A(S)\\Rß\\M / MSo\

where the last part is an application of sublemma (i). Conclude that |P]| =

\Ad(S)\ by Corollary (3.9) (a) and Remark (2.24).
To finish the proof of (a) of the lemma, we prove the sublemma:

We have V acts on MT and R acts on M'. We also have S acts on M' and

U acts on M. Regard again p as an element of M', and p0 as an element

of M'T.

(i) First we observe the isomorphism R = V is given by restricting characters.

In this statement, for any / G P we write x\ for the corresponding character

in V. First, note that if we take x € R then x\® Po occurs in the restriction

of p to MT if and only if there is an s G M' such that x\®Po = s-p0 ■ This in
turn happens if and only if there is a character Ç of S such that x®P = £®P-
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But, S = Sß. Hence, there is an se M' such that x\ ® Po = s • p0 if and only

if X e Rß.

On the other hand, x\ m V implies (x\ 9 Po)\mt = Po\mt = sum of (8oys,
for (MT)go = M'T. Therefore,

X G Rß <=> there is an element í in   M'6o such that   x\ <8> Po — s • p0 ■

Define (p : Rß-> M's /MT by x l-> s . In view of the fact that M'T = M'ßo and

Vßo = 1, cp is well-defined and an isomorphism. This proves (i).

(ii) Second, we note the isomorphism S = U is given by restricting charac-

ters. Here for any / G 5 we write x\ f°r the corresponding character in U.

Since S — Sß, for all character x\ m U there is s G M' such that x\®ö = s-S .

As in (i), we construct a group homomorphism y/ : U —► M'/Ms by x *-> s.

Clearly, ker(^) = Us. We want to prove that y/ is surjective. To do this,
note that if x in M', x — y • m for some y in MT and m in Af, since

M' — M'TM. Therefore, x • S = y • S . But (MT)s0 = MT implies that y • S\Mt

contains S0. Thus, there exists x € U such that x-S = y-S = x9S. The
sublemma holds.

Now, we prove Lemma (4.3.2) (b). From the proof of (a), consider again the

restriction to G* :

XG(S9l)\G* = m(S0,S)    ]T    XG*(wS09l).

w€M/MSo

Choose representatives {ri, r2, ■■• , rm) in Af of the classes of M/MSo ; hence,

m = \M/MSo\. From ([Green], Chapter 2), we can decompose XG»(rj'S091) as

the direct sum X^er^cvMo > wriere Ix-rj-n0 is the unique irreducible (0, Tc)-

module appearing in the sum whose unique Pc-fine representation is x 'rj ' Po
(for any ;' = 1, 2,   -m ).

As an application of statement (a), we can write A(S) = {xi -p, X2-P, • ■ • , Xd'

p} for representatives {xi, X2, •■■ , Xd) in R of the classes of R/Rß ; there-

fore d - \R/Rß\ ■ Again, for any ^ g P we write x\ for the corresponding

character in V. Then

m m m     d

Y xG*(rj - S0 9 1) = Y, ¿2 h\'ri'ih = ¿2Y, zZ hkVïïrruo ■
M y=l X€R ;'=i fe=i i€R„

Sublemma (i) implies £,m=i ̂ k, h^Vn^o = 2ZS€M/mt '*(•*•* for any index

k = l, 2, ■■■ , d. This is a (0, A")-irreducible submodule of XG(S91 ) contain-
ing the A"-fine representation Xk • P ■ It appears with multiplicity m(S0, S) =
m(S, p). The lemma follows. D

The next step is a generalization of the previous lemma.

Lemma 4.3.3. Suppose G is quasisplit and S G M is fine. Then we obtain:

(a) Rg acts on A(S) transitively.

(b) XG(S 9 1) = m(S, p)J2ßeA(g)Itt where Iß is an irreducible admissible

(0, K)-module with unique minimal K-type p.   Moreover, p = p' in K if
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and only if Iß and Iß> are equivalent (g, Kfmodules. Iß appears in the sum
m(S, p)-times.

Proof. Recall the definition of A¿ (Proposition (2.30)). Since the nilpotent part

of the minimal parabolic subgroup P is not important to obtain lndF(S 0 1)

in view of (4.1.16), we can assume that the positive system A+ is the one

corresponding to P as in (4.1.9).

Let A0 be the set of simple roots of A+ . With E — A0 n As, consider the
associated p-pair (PF, AF) and the Langlands decomposition PF = MFAfNf .

Now, we observe the pair (ME, S) satisfies the assumptions in example (4.3.1).
Applying induction by stages (Proposition (4.1.14)), we obtain

(*)   lndGp(8 9 1 ) = Ind££(Ind^(S 9 1 ) 9 1 ) = m(S, n)   £   Ind£(/, 9 1 )

t\€A£(6)

The last part follows from Lemma (4.3.2) (use the bijection in Theorem (4.1.3)

(a) to identify the subrepresentations of lnd^M¡¡(S 9 1) with their correspond-

ing Harish-Chandra modules), where KF — KnMF , and AE(S) is by Definition
(2.24) (a) a set of A"£-fine representations. Write A¿(8) for the ¿-primary part

of elements of AE(S), as in definition (2.24) (c).

Write M'E = M'nME. Then {M'E)3 = MgnME. Thus, Pf = (ME)S/M is
the associated P-group. We have M's = (ME)g(M's)0 and M = (M'E)S n (Ms)°
by Proposition (2.32) (a) and Definition (2.28). Hence,

Rs = M'sl(M's)0 =• (M'E)s/M = Pf s (Z/2Z)» .

Use the result HomM(ps, p's) = Hom(M')»(/i¿, p's) from incise (b) in the

proof of Proposition (3.2) to deduce that for ps and p's in Ad(S),

HomiME)s(ps ,p's) = HomM,(ps, p's).

This together with Corollary (2.22) implies that for all p G A(8),   r\ := p\ke

is an irreducible element in AE(S). The isomorphism Rg = Pf is defined by

restricting characters of P¿ . We make use of the ¿-primary part. An element

Ps in Ad(S) restricted (M's)° is an irreducible element r\g belonging to AE(S).

Another implication of Lemma (4.3.2) is Pf • rjs = AE(S).

We build up the following function: y/ : Rg-pg -* AE(S) by x®Ps >~> X\®ns •
Note X'Ps = Ps if and only if xV^s = ng . Thus, ip is a bijection. We conclude

that \Af}{3)\ = \R¡\ and m(S, n) = \Rs\i = m(S, p) by Lemma (3.8).

On the right-hand side of (*) above we have at least m(S, p)\Rg\ K-ñne

representations while on the left we have exactly m(S, p)\A(S)\ AT-fine repre-

sentations. ^ ^

By Proposition (3.2), \A(S)\ = \Ad{Sy < \R¡\. Thus, \Ad(S)\ = |P»|.

After Proposition (3.2), |^4¿(r5)| = \Rg\ implies that P¿ acts transitively on

Ad(S). We extend this action on A(S) by the bijection referred to in (2.25).

This means that for any x £ Rs and any p G A(S), the product x • P is by
definition the AT-fine representation such that its S -primary part is X'Ps ■ Thus,

the stabilizer (Rg)ß is (Rg)ßo .This proves (a).

To prove Lemma (4.3.3) (b), we note that ip above gives rise to the bijection

*F : A(S) —» AE(S) given by the restriction p >-> n := p\ke ■ Thus, for all n in
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(*), we observe applying the bijection *P that Ind££(/,, 91) is irreducible. Iß =

lnd$E(I^ 9 1) is the unique irreducible submodule that appears in Ind$(3 9 1)

containing the AT-fine representation p — xV~l(n). The lemma follows. D

V. Langlands subrepresentations and

CLASSIFICATION OF TEMPERED REPRESENTATIONS

5.1 Limit characters and cohomological induction. The Langlands classification

is stated in [Green] in two different ways: using real parabolic induction (as in

the introduction), on one hand, and by Vogan-Zuckerman theory of cohomo-

logical induction, on the other hand. This result is based on the realization of

any standard representation (or rather its Harish-Chandra module which, by
Theorem (4.1.7) (a), is equivalent) through cohomological induction. Although

the groups considered there are linear, the result and procedure can be extended

for groups in the Harish-Chandra class without any change. A standard repre-
sentation is parametrized by a regular character or equivalently by 0-stable data
depending on whether we make use of real parabolic induction or cohomolog-

ical inducton. However, having in mind our task of decomposing Langlands

subrepresentations we are looking for more general type of characters to de-

termine the indecomosable constituents. The following definition comes from

[V-II] and [A-B-V].
Let H = TA be a 0-stable Cartan subgroup of G, and let MA = GA be the

Langlands decomposition of the centralizer of A in G. Write m0 = Lie(Af)

and t0 = Lie(P).

Definition 5.1.1. A set (H, y) = (H, F, y, Aïm) is called a pseudo-character for

G if it satisfies the following three conditions.

(a) r is an irreducible representation of H and Afm is a positive system for

A(m,t)_.
(b) y G h* is such that for all a G At,, (a, y) is a non-negative real number.

(c) dT = y + pm - 2pmn( (where pm = p(A+m) and pmnt = p(A+miCompact ).

Here, At, compact denotes the set of compact roots in At,. On the other

hand, At, is not superfluous in Definition (5.1.1). However, it is determined

by requiring in condition (b) strictly positive instead of non-negative. We have
another definition.

Definition 5.1.2. Let (H,T,y,A^m) be a pseudo-character for G.

(a) It is called a regular character if we require that for all a g At, ,(a,y)

is a strictly positive real number.

(b) It is called a limit character if we require that for any simple compact

root a G A+,,  (a, y) is a strictly positive real number.

(5.1.3) Let 0 = ê + p be a Cartan decomposition of Lie(G) 9 C. Similarly
to definition (6.5.1) in [Green], we construct the set of data (q, H, Yx, y,,
A+(m n [)) based on a pseudo-character (H, y) = (H ,Y ,y, At,) for G as

follows:
(a) q = [ + u is a 0-stable parabolic subalgebra of 0 associated to y|t (Defi-

nition (4.2.5)).

(b) r, G H is determined by TX\A = T\A and TX\T = r|r®(Adim(un*')unp)*|r .
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(c) yx is in h* defined by yx := y - p(u).
(d) A+(mn I) is the intersection At, n A(mn l, t).

Remark 5.1.4. Consider a set of data (q, H, Fx, yx, A+(m n [)) as in (5.1.3)

based on the pseudo-character (H, y) = (H,T,y, Â+,) for G. Let L be the

normalizer of q . Thus, H is a 0-stable Cartan subalgebra of L. Fix a system of

positive roots A+ for A(0, h) suchthat (AtmuA(u, h)) ç A+ . Consider also the

positive system A+([, h) determined by A+ n A(l, h). In Notation (1.2), write

P = P(A+), Pc = p(A+nA(t,t)), p¡x = p(A+(í,i))), plnt = p(A+nA(int,t)))
and p(u) = p(A(u, t))).

(a) We have the following equalities:

dTx = y - 2p(u n p) + pm - 2pmnt

= (y - p(u)) + (p(u) - 2p(u n p)) + pm- 2pmnt

= (y - p(u)) -(p- 2pc) + pm- 2pmnt + (P\ - 2pXnt) ■

Using [Green], Lemma 5.3.29, we have

(p - 2pc)\i = pm - 2pmnt     and     (px - 2p[nt)\i = Pinm - 2plnmnt

We conclude dTx|t = (y|t - p(u)) + plnm - 2plnmnt = yx\t + Ann, - 2pinmnt ■

(b) For any simple root a in A+(l, h) we have (a, p(u)) = 0 (consequently,

for every root in A(l, h) ) since each simple root a in A+((, h) satisfies

l = {a,p) = {a,p( + p(u)) = (a, px) + (a, p(\x)) = 1 + (a, p(u)).

(c) In view of (a), (H, yß = (H ,Tx,yx, A+(m n Í)) is a pseudo-character

for L.
From (b) we can deduce that for a root a in A+m

(a, y) = 0 if and only if (a, yx) = 0 and a e A+(m n ()).

Therefore, by definition,
(H, y) is a regular character for G if and only if (H, y±) is a regular

character for L

(H, y) is a limit character for G if and only if (H, y^) is a limit character

for L. D

Definition 5.1.5. In view of Remark (5.1.4), a set of data (q, H,TX ,yx,
A+(m n [)) is called a set of 0-stable pseudo-data for G if the following
conditions are satisfied:

(a) The Lie algebra q = I + u is a 0-stable parabolic subalgebra of 0.
(b) (H, Tx, y,, A+(m n [)) is a pseudo-character data for the normalizer

L = NG(q).

(c) The Lie algebra q is associated to y¡|t, as in (4.2.6).

If we require additionally in Definition (5.1.5) the set (H, yj_) = (H, Tx, y,,

A+(m n [)) to be a limit character (a regular character) for L, we call the set of

0-stable pseudo-data (q, H, yi) = (q, H, Tx, yx, A+(m n I)) a set of 8-stable

limit data (respectively a set of 6-stable data) for G.
In analogy to [Green], Theorem (6.6.2), we state the following result:

Theorem 5.1.6. In the setting of Remark (5.1.4) and Definition (5.1.5) there is
a bijection between pseudo-characters of G and sets of 6-stable pseudo-data for
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G, which preserves conjugacy under K. Indeed, this correspondence is given by

(5.1.3); it associates limit characters (regular characters) of G to sets of 6-stable

limit data (respectively to sets of 6-stable data) for G. D

(5.1.7) For corresponding sets of limit character (H, y) = (H, T, y, A+m)

for G and 0-stable limit data (q, H, yf) = (q, H, Tx, y, , A+(m D [)) under
the bijection of Theorem (5.1.6), we can build up (0, A")-modules. Consider

the discrete series or limit of discrete series representation of Af (respectively
of LnAf ), denoted co (respectively cox ) associated to the parameter F\F (re-

spectively rx\T). Let Pi = Af^A be a parabolic subgroup of G containing

a minimal parabolic subgroup for which the character v := T\A in A is neg-

ative (Definition (4.1.15)). Thus, P2 := Px n L is a parabolic subgroup of L

containing a minimal parabolic subgroup for which the character ux :— FX\A

of A is negative. Then we obtain two induced representations, lnd$i(co9 v)

of G and lndp2(cox 9vx) of L with corresponding Harish-Chandra modules

XG(P, co9v) G i(g, K) and XL(PX, cox9v) G 5(1, LnA") respectively (Propo-
sition (4.1.12) (c)), where 5(0, A") and 5(1, LnK) are the categories of admissi-

ble representations of finite length associated to the pairs (0, A") and (I, LnA").

Now, to apply cohomological induction we need the Zuckerman functors

It turns out ([Green], Theorem (6.5.9)) that

-,,„,„ Ä   „      <XG(P,co9v)   if/ = 5 = dim(unt),

m'q(xL(Pi,coX9v)) = {0 othenvise

Definition-Notation 5.1.8. In the situation (5.1.7), we will refer to XG(P, co9v)

as the representation induced from the limit character (H, y) = (H,Y,

y, At,) of G. To make explicit the limit character, we will write:

XG(P ,co9v) = XG(H, y) = V§(XL(PX, cox 9 u)) = V${XL{H, y,)).

We will also make use of the notation

eG(H, y) = SG(H, y, At,) = SG(H, T, y, A¿J

for the global character attached to XG(H, y).

Formally we can induce a representation for G (possibly zero) from a pseudo-

character (H, y) = (H, T, y, At,). Consider again a parabolic subgroup Pi =

MAN containing a minimal parabolic subgroup negative for Ti \A . We asso-

ciate to r.|r a character &m for Af in the sense of Hecht and Schmid ([V-II],

Theorem (4.4)). Ind^ (&m 9 T\A 9 1) is a representation of G. This construc-

tion coincides with the previous one for limit characters. Thus, we write also

QG(H, y) for the corresponding global character.

Remark 5.1.9. What we are calling a pseudo-character in Definition (5.1.2)
agrees with the definition of pseudo-character in [V-II], but this is called a limit

character in the book [A-B-V]. With our Definition (5.1.2) the representation

induced from a pseudo-character is non-zero if and only if it is a limit character;
this result can be found in [A-B-V], Proposition 11.9.

The reason to include pseudo-characters in this subsection is to avoid han-

dling cases in the formulation of the Schmid identities that we discuss next.
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(5.1.10) Let (i/, T, y, At,) be a pseudo-character for G (Definition (5.1.2)).

For a simple non-compact root ß G At,, denote ß for a real root corresponding

to ß under the Cayley transform Cß(). Let Hß = P^ be the 0-stable

Cartan subgroup obtained by the application of Cß( ) to H. Recall the vector

Za  from Lemma (2.6).   Then write Zß  for the vector Cß(Zö).   Hence if

f)o = to + a0 and % = to + af , we have

to = tß0+ WtZß    and    aß0 =a0 + ^Zß .

Define y^ G (r/)* so that

7^=71*,   f\a = y\a   and  Çy', Zfi) = {y*, Z¡>).

The group Pf = Tß n T, as explained in [Green], Lemma (8.3.5), has the

following properties TßT0 = T and either P^/Pf S Z/2Z or Tß = 7*.

Thus, r|ri is an irreducible character of Pf. Similarly, the character Tß of

i/f = Pf A^ , defined by

rf|r,=r|r,   and   r?U=exp(yV)

is irreducible. Hence, we have the following decomposition of irreducible Hß-

modules (Lemma (3.8)), for Hß/Hß is isomorphic either to the trivial group

or to Z/2Z :

ind£i(rf) = r" or rß+ + rß_.

( IndjJ (rf ) is reducible if and only if Hß/Hf 3 Z/2Z and for any x in Hß ,

x • Tß = Fß .) Now for the root system {a|t/¡ | a G A(mx, t) and (a, ß) = 0},

denote by At, ß the set of positive roots which is determined by At,. With

all the ingredients, we form the sets

(Hß , y_ß) = (Hß ,Yß,yß, A+mß) or (Hß , ¿) = (Hß, Tß±, yß, A+,-,,)

according to the previous decomposition. Therefore, we have obtained new

pseudo-characters; either (H^ , y_ß) or (Hß, yß). It is clear that the characters

produced from limit characters are limit characters.

Theorem 5.1.11 ([V-II], Theorem (4.4), Schmid identities). In the situation
(5.1.10) suppose (H ,T ,y, At,) is a pseudo-character for G. Then we have

for a simple non-compact root ß in A~{m with reflexion Sß, and for the pseudo-

character (H,y) = (H,r-ß,y,Sß(A+J),    .

eG(H, y) + eG(H, y) = QG(Hß, yß)  or QG(Hß, yj) + BG(Hß , yß_)

according to (H, y) gives rise either to (Hß, yf) or to (Hß, yß_).

Remark 5.1.12. We can ask when a global character &G(H', yf) attached to

the limit character (H', yf) appears on the right-hand side of some Schmid

identity.
In other words, we are asking when there is a global character &G(H, y)

attached to a limit character (H, T, y, At,) appearing on the left of a Schmid
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identity while &G(H', /) appears on the right. A necessary condition is that

Y_ = yf,  y_ß or yß_ for a certain non-compact root ß G At,.

Suppose that a G A(g, f)) is real and (a, y') = 0. To find (H, Y, y, A^m),
we need the following compatibility condition ([S-V], Chapter V), called a parity

condition for (H', /) :

T(ma) = (-1)" I   where n = (ß, pm - 2pmni)

(with the notation developed in (5.1.10); a = ß ). In fact, this gives us all we

need to determine the irreducibility of &G(H', /).

Definition 5.1.13. A limit character (H, y), Definition (5.1.2), is called a final

character if whenever there is a real root a e A(g, h) orthogonal to y, it does

not satisfy the parity condition (Remark (5.1.12)).

The following result on final characters is proved in [A-B-V], Proposition

11.18.

Theorem 5.1.14. If (H, y) is a final character, defined in (5.1.13), then the cor-
responding induced representation XG(H, y), (Definition (5.1.8)) has a unique

non-zero irreducible subrepresentation. In particular, if XG(H, y) is a unitary

representation induced from a final character, it is irreducible. D

(5.1.15) In the setting (5.1.10) we note that if (H, yf) is a pseudo-character for

L and there is a simple non-compact root ß such (ß, yx) = 0 then we may find

either the pseudo-character (Hß , yjf) or the the pseudo-characters (H^,yi^)

for L. Therefore, if (q, H, yf) is a set of 0-stable pseudo-data corresponding

to (H, y), (q, Hß , y/) is the set of 0-stable pseudo-data corresponding to

(Hß, yß) and (q, Hß , y_i_£) ) are the sets of 0-stable pseudo-data corresponding

to (Hß,yJ±)).

Proposition 5.1.16. Let (H', /)  be a limit character.   Under the bijection of

Theorem (5.1.6), let (q, H', y'x) be the corresponding set of 6-stable limit data.

Then we have (H', /) is a final character for G if and only if (H', y[ ) is a

final character for L.

Proof. Suppose a G A+(0, ()') is a real root such that (a, y) = 0. By Remark

(5.1.4) (c), there is a root a G A+(0, h')) such that (a, y) = 0 if and only

if (a, 7i) = 0 and a G A+(l, f)'). Let (H, y) = (H, T, y, A+) be a limit
character for G with corresponding set of 0-stable limit data (q, H, y±) —

(q, H, Tx, yx, A+(m n I)). By Remark (5.1.12), there is a Schmid identity for
which SG(H, y) appears on the left-hand side while QG(H', /) appears on

the right-hand side if and only if QL(H, yf) appears on the left-hand side of

a Schmid identity while QL(H', y[) appears on the right. Recall from (5.1.3)

that r|r = Tilr 9 (Adim(un<')u n pyJT ■ We can deduce from remark (5.1.4) (a)

the following identity:

Pm - 2¿>mne|t = Pinm - 2/>[nmne + 2p(u D p) - p(u)\t.

Let ß in At,, as in Theorem (5.1.11), such that a — ß . Since (ß, p(u)) = 0,

write

n = (ß, pm- 2/7mnt|t) = (ß , Pinm - 2/>inmne) + (ß , 2p(u l~l p)).
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Therefore,

T(ma) = (-1)"/ if and only if Tx(ma) = (-!)»-<*.***»)>/.

Remark (5.1.12) implies that a satisfies the parity condition for the character

(H', /) if and only if it does for (H1, y[). This proves the proposition.      D

5.2   Back to fine representations

(5.2.1) Assume in this subsection that G = KAN is a quasisplit group (Defini-

tion (2.8)). Let H — MA be a maximally split 0-stable Cartan subgroup of G.

Suppose that S G Af is a fine representation (Definition (2.11)), and v is a char-

acter of A. We can form a set of limit character data (H, y) = (H, T, y, At,)

for G by putting

T = S9v,    y — (dS, v)    and     At, = 0.

(5.2.2) Now, in the situation (5.2.1), consider the root systems A from Def-

inition (2.3) and As from Definition (2.18). It is necessary to compare two

different positive systems of roots for A. One positive system is chosen as

in (2.29) and the other one has to do with the presence of the parameter v,
(4.1.15). More explicitly, define the following set of roots:

A„<0 = {a G A | either (a, Re(z^))  < 0

or ({a, Re(v)) = 0 and (a,  Im(z/))  <0)}.

First, choose a positive system A^ for Ag such that it contains the intersection

Ag n A(/<o. Hence, we write the semi-sum of positive roots pg = p(As ) (see

(1.2)). Our first positive set of roots A ° is chosen such that it contains the

following set of roots:

Ä"„>o = {a € Ä |   (a, ps)  >0}.

Let <P denote the root system defined by {a G A | <a,v >= 0}. The second

set of jjositive rorjts A for A is elected among those containing the set of

roots A~v<0ö(®r\ÄP3>0).

Similarly, we need to choose two positive systems for root system <t>. Define

the set of good roots in O by 0<$ = <E>n A^ with positive set of roots OJ = On

A,j . We denote the semi-sum of positive roots by p^s = p(Og). We choose one

positive system <I>+o for O such that it contains the set {a G <J> | (a, p9i) > 0} .

The other one is defined by <1>+I = O n A ' . Let n be the set of simple roots

in A ' . Thus, rio = nnO+l is the set of simple roots of 0+l . Recall the set

A, = {a E A ° (a, ps) = 0} from Proposition (2.29). In the same way we
write <I>t = {a G <I>t° |   (a, p0¡)  = 0} .

(5.2.3) In the notation of (5.2.2) , we fix a minimal parabolic subgroup P =

MAN of G corresponding to the positive root system A ' . Note that P is

negative for v (Definition (4.1.15)). Put D = n<p and P = n^nA^ . There-

fore, F ç D are two sets of simple roots in A ' . With respect to the positive

system of roots A ' , consider the two P-pairs (Pd , Ad) and (PF, AF) with

Langlands decompositions Po = MDADND and PF = MFAFNF constructed in
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(4.1.10) with PDD PF D P and PDC\MD is a parabolic subgroup of Mo . Con-
sequently, we have obtained two pairs (<5, MF) and (S, MD). The first one

satisfies the conditions in Example (4.3.1) and the second one is as in Lemma

(4.3.3).

(5.2.4) For any two sets of simple roots I and 7 in a positive set A of the root

system A such that I ç J, we have two P-pairs, similarly to (5.2.3), whose

corresponding parabolic subgroups possess the Levi parts, M¡A¡ and MjAj ,

satisfying MjA¡ ç MjAj . For any C G { I, J } , define Kc = A" n Afc and
Mc = Af' n Afc (where Af' is the normalizer of A in A ). Put (M'c)g —

Mg n M'c . Then define in the same way as Definition (2.24),

AC(S) = { n G Kc | n is a A"c-fine representation and \]\m contains S

as submodule}.

Hence, let AG(S) and AC(S) be the sets of elements in AC(S) restricted to M'c

and (M'c)g , respectively. Write, Rg = (Mc)g/M. For any element n G A1 (S)
define

AJ(n) = {p G Kj | p is a A"y-fine representation and /¿|*,contains n

as submodule}.

We do not write the set C in the previous notation if this is empty.

(5.2.5) Suppose we are in situation (5.2.3). Recall that in the proof of Lemma

(4.3.3) we made use of a group E. Here for the the pair (S, Mjf) we define the

group E' := <I>t ft might happen that F is not contained in the set E'. Now,

with respect to <P+» > we consider the parabolic subgroup of Mp> corresponding

to E' having Levi part Me>Ae> . One consequence of the proof of Lemma

(4.3.3) is that Rf is ismorphic to RE'. We have more.

Lemma 5.2.6. In the situation (5.2.2) and for the set E' in (5.2.5), we have

(a) (M'p)s = (M'E,)s .

(b) The three R-groups Rf, RE' and RF are isomorphic.

(c) The restriction maps from AD(8) to AE'(S) and to AF(S) are bijective.

Proof. First of all, by definition of D, F, and E', we note that

(M'D)g = {x G M's | x-v = v },    (M'p)s = {xe (M'D)s \x-p<s>¡= p9s } and

{M'E,)S = {x G (M'D)s \x-ps = Ps}-
Therefore, we have

(M'F)s = {x G Mg I je • v = v and x • p®s = p®e }     and

(M'E,)g = {x G Mg I x « v = v and x • ps = Ps)-

Take x e Mg such that x >v = v. Thus, since (xa, v) = (a, v) and x(Ag) =

Ag , then x(As - <p¿ ) = A¿ - <P¿ . Hence, for any x e Mg such that x • v = v

we have

x(K+s)=A~¥s^x(^) = ^.

Therefore, statement (a) of lemma follows. Statement (a) and proof of Lemma

(4.3.3) imply (b), and (c) follows from Corollary (2.19). D

(5.2.7) Let (H, y) be the limit character in (5.2.1). Let P be the minimal

parabolic subgroup of G corresponding to A ' , given in (5.2.3). In (5.2.3), the
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standard representation Ind^(¿ 9 v) associated to (H, y) can be written by

applying induction by stages (Proposition (4.1.14)) and by defining vD = v\Ad

and Vf = v\Af , as follows:

lndG(S 9 v) = Ind^(Ind^D(Ind^(a 9 1) 9 1) 9 vD)

= lndGpF(lndpi£xMF(S9l)9Vf).

As a consequence of Lemma (4.3.3), we have two decompositions:

lnd^MD(S9l) = m(S,^)    £    h,

i€A£'(S)

lnd^MF(S9l) = m(S,r1)   £   /,.

naAF{S)

Thus, we obtain

(**) lnd^MD(S9l) = m(S,n)   £   Indjfc^f/,® 1).

By Lemma (5.2.6), the restriction map that goes from AE'(8) to AF(8) is

bijective, and m(8, n) = m(8, Ç). This implies that for all r\ G AF(8), the

representation lndpF^MD(Iv9l) is irreducible. Substituting (**) in (*) we get

the following series of equalities:

lndG(8 9v) = m(8,n)   £   Ind£(Ind£DnA/o(/„ ® 1) 9 vD)

,        v i/€^(«5)

(***)

= m(«5, //)   ^   lndGpF(In 9 vF).

neAF(6)

(5.2.8) Suppose (H, y) is the limit character given in (5.2.1). Consider F,

the set of simple roots given in (5.2.3). Let HF = TFAF be a 0-stable Cartan

subgroup arising from application of Cayley transforms on H with respect to

P such that T0 ç TF and AF ç A. Fix n G AF(8). Fix any irreducible

TF-module r\0 occurring in the restriction ï]\Tf . We define a limit character

(HF,yF) = (HF,TF,yF~, AFim) for G as follows:

(i) TF  is the irreducible 77/r-module given by Tf\tf = n0 and rF\Af -

ruf = ̂ f •
(ii) y¿- G t)p is given by yf|t = dS, yf|t± = 0 and yF|OF = i/f ; where

tF = t +11-.

(iii) AJ ,m is the unique positive system of A(rrif, tF) such that dn0 is

dominant.

Remark 5.2.9. (a) The construction of (HF, yp) in (5.2.8), up to conjugation,

depends on n and not on the choice of r\0 (Recall from proof of Lemma (4.3.2)

Case 2 that m(r\0, n) = 1). (b) From part (***) in (5.2.6) we first note that

XG(PF, In 9 Vf), the Harish-Chandra module associated to lndGpF(In 9 vF), is
the representation induced from the limit character (HF, yp) as in (5.1.7).

Lemma 5.2.10. Assume the previous notation. Then XG(Pf, In 9 vF) =

XG(HF , yp) has a unique irreducible (g, K)-submodule XG(HF,yf) (Defini-
tion (4.1.19)).
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Proof. As explained in (5.2.7), the Afß-representation Ind^Mc(/^ ® 1) is ir-

reducible. On the other hand, set B = {a G A ' | (a, Re(i/)) = 0} and
let (PB, AB) be the corresponding p-p&ir with Langlands decomposition PB

— MBABNB such that PB D Pd . Then, applying induction by stages to

lndGF(In 9vF) we obtain

(#)  Indg0(Ind^nMD(/,®l)®^) = lndGB(\nd%nMB(lnd%°nMD(In9l)9v,)9vR)

where v¡ = v\A¡>nMB,  vR = v\A¡¡.

By a result of Harish-Chandra, given in [H-Ch 2], on the commuting algebra

of induced representations, Ind^BnMB (Ind^Mo (h ® 1) ® ¿7) is an irreducible

tempered representation since no root a G A(Pd n MB, Ad n MB) (Definition
4.1.10) is orthogonal to v¡. So the right-hand side of ( # ) contains a unique
irreducible subrepresentation by [W-2], (5.4.1), since no root a e A(PB, AB)

(Definition (4.1.10)) is orthogonal to vR . The lemma follows. D

Remark 5.2.11. (a) The limit character (HF, yp) constructed in (5.2.8), for

some n G AF(8), is not necessarily final (Definition (5.1.13)). However, by

Lemma (5.2.10), the induced module XG(HF, yjf) is also induced from a final

character. This means that exhausting all the real roots orthogonal to Jf that

satisfy the parity condition (5.1.12) and using the Schmid identities, we can

pass from (HF, yp) to a final character (H$, y£) such that XG(H$, y5) =

XG(HF, yp) ; that is, we do not get more reducibility. (b) The set of minimal

AT-types for XG(HF, yjf) is, by Frobenius reciprocity theorem, the set A(n),

(Notation (5.2.3)). Each appears with multiplicity m(rj, p) (for any p e A(8)).

(5.2.12)   Suppose (8, n0, r¡) is as described in (5.2.8). By the proof of Lemma

(4.3.3), the P-group RF acts on AF(8) and, by restriction, on the set

A = {y0 g Tf | y0 occurs in   y\Tf for some   y G AF(8) }.

By the same Lemma (4.3.3), we have AF(8) = Rf • n and m(n0, n) = 1.
Therefore,

Rfr,^{lndfFF(x\-rio)\^&Rf}.

Next, we extend the action of the P-group Rf to a set of characters.

Definition 5.2.13. We define a set of limit characters,

Clf := {(Hf, yp) | (HF, y¿)   is built in (5.2.8) for some n g Af(8) }.

Define an action of Rf on Qf as follows: for any limit character in Q,f , say

(Hf, if) = (Hf ,TF,yJ,AFim), and any character x € RF , we set

X-(HF,yF) = (HF,Y'F,W,X-àpim)

where r^l^ = X'^f\tf and T'f\Af — vF and x • A£ im is the unique positive

system such that d(x • Ff) is dominant.

(5.2.14) In view of (5.2.13), the P-group RF acts transitively on Clf . Since the
induction of a module XG(Hf, yp) depends only on the class of conjugation

of (Hf, yf) by K, given (Hf, yp) G Qf and x € Rf, we can deduce that

XG(x • (Hf, yp)) = XG(HF, yp) if and only if x ' ^f\tf = x • Ff\Tf for some

x G M'p . That is the case if and only if % • tf = t¡, where n = \ndjFF ÍXf\tf) -
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Definition 5.2.15. For any character x 6 RF/(RF)n , let x ' XG(HF, yp) be the

(0, A>module XG(x • (HF , yp)). As explained in (5.2.14), this is well-defined

(it does not depend on the representative x of X in RF ). By Lemma (5.2.10),

let XG(Hf, yp) be the unique irreducible submodule XG(HF, yp). We define,

naturally, X-XG(HF, yp) to be the unique irreducible (0, A")-subrepresentation

of x • XG(HF, yp).

We deduce that each indecomosable constituent in the decomposition of
XG(H, y) is induced from some limit character in QF .  Moreover, we have

a transitive action of RF on the set of the representations induced from limit

characters in QF . More specifically,

Proposition 5.2.16. We continue considering the character (H, y) defined in

(5.2.1). For any limit character (HF, yp) G £lF constructed for some n G AF (8).

We have

XG(8 9v) = m(8,r\)     £     XG(X ■ (HF, y_f))

X€RF/(RF)v

based on Definition (5.2.15).

(5.2.17) We want to give the decomposition in Proposition (5.2.16) in terms of

the P-group Rg defined in (2.19) and the set of A"-fine representations A(8)

defined in (2.24).   To this end, assume we are in the setting (5.2.2).   Define

E = As . Then, from the proof of Lemma (4.3.3), there is a bijection y/ between

Ad(3) and AE(8) (hence, between A(8) and AE(8) ), and that the restriction

map from Rs to Pf is an isomorphism of groups. Thus, F defined in (5.2.3)

is contained in E. Hence, we write AE(n) = y/(A(n)) for any n G AF(3), as

in Notation (5.2.4).

Notation 5.2.18. In the setting of (5.2.2) and (5.2.4) we define, in analogy to
lemma (3.8), for any t]s G AF(8) the sets

Q(3)    =   { X £ Rs \ X\(M'F)S ■ Vs = x • m   for some x G (ME)S },

Q(3)o   =   {X € Rs I X\(M'F)S • Vs = m}-

These definitions do not depend on the element rjs G AF(8). Similarly, we

denote

Q(3)E = { x\(M'E)i I X e Q(8) } and Q(3)E = { xWE)s I X € Q(3)0 }.

(5.2.19) Now, choose p G Am(8) and n G A^S) such that p\(M') contains n

as a submodule. We are in the situation of Lemma (3.8) with (8, t]s, ps, M,

M'p, M'E) instead of (8, n, p, B, C, A) appearing there. Hence, RE, RF ,

Q(8)E and Q(8)E correspond to R, S, Q and Q0 , respectively, in the proof

of Lemma (3.8). For any element x S R write x for its class in R/Q0 and x

for its class in R/Q.

Proposition 5.2.20. Recall the definition of A^n) in (5.2.4). Then,

(a) For any x € Re denote x\ — X\m' ■ Then the following three conditions

are equivalent.
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(i) AE1(x\-r¡)nAE(r,)¿0.

(ii) AEm(x\-n) = AEm(r1).
(iii) XeQ(8)E.
(b) We adopt the notation in (5.2.19). In view of (a), there is no ambiguity in

defining for any x € RE the set x • A^n) = A^(x\ • n) where x € RE /Q(8)E .
Moreover, we have the disjoint union

AEm(3)=      [J      J-AEm(n).

X£REIQ(»)E

(5.2.21) In the same way as in Proposition (5.2.20), we get the decomposition

of AE(8), which is consequence of Lemma (4.3.3). Replacing the P-group, we

get by the proof of Lemma (4.3.3),

A(8)=     [J     J-A(n)

where the set x • A(n) corresponds to x • A^n), by definition, under the bi-

jections given from A(3) to AE(3) and from AE(8) to Am(8). We use the

isomorphism between the groups Rg and Pf .

Now, we have additional isomorphisms Rs/Q(S)0 = R$/Q{S)0 ^RF/(RF)ns,
where the second one is established in the first part of proof of Lemma (3.11).

These give rise, by Corollary (3.9), to the isomorphism Rg/Q(S)0 = RF/(RF),,.

Theorem 5.2.22. Consider the limit character (H, y) defined in (5.2.1). For a

fixed limit character (HF, yp) in QF defined in (5.2.13), with respect to some

n g AF(8) :
(a) Weobtain the following decompositions (Definitions (4.1.19) and (5.2.15)),

XG(H, y) = m(3, n)     £     x • XG(HF , yp),

X€RS/Q(S)0

XG(H,y) = m(8,n)     ]T     J-XG(HF ,y_p).

xzRslQ(S)o

(b) The set of minimal K-types of x • XG(HF , yp) is the set x • A(r¡).

(c) J • A(n) = A(n) if and only if J = 1.
(d) x • XG(HF, y_p) S Xg(Hf , y_f) if and only if J - 1 •
(e) The multiplicity of x • XG(HF , yp) in XG(8 9 v) is m(8, n).

(f) m(8, n) = 2m for some m G N.

Proof, (a) is Proposition (5.2.16) and Lemma (5.2.10). Remark (5.2.11) (b)
implies (b). (c) is (5.2.21) and Proposition (5.2.20). (d) follows from Definition
(5.2.14) while (e) is obvious. Corollary (2.33) and Lemma (3.8) imply (f). The
theorem follows. D
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5.3   In the general case

(5.3.1) To begin with, fix a regular character (H, y) with corresponding set of

0-stable limit character (q, H, yf) under the bijection in Theorem (5.1.6). By

Remark (5.1.4), the character (H, yf) - (H, Fx, y,, At,) is a regular character

for L. Then, 8 = Fx\t is a P-fine representation. Write v = FX\A . Therefore,
the character (H, y±) is as in (5.2.1) for L. As in subsection (5.2), we can find

a strongly orthogonal set F c A(l, h) of real roots. Write AF(3) for the set

AF(3) there. Hence, for n G A£(S) we construct a limit character (HF , yXF)

for L, as in Notation (5.2.8), with respect to (H, yf). We make use again of

Theorem (5.1.6) to get the limit characters (HF, yp) for G corresponding to

the set of 0-stable limit data (q, HF, yXF). Hence, we have

VKl(XL(HF,yXF)) = XG(Hp,yF)

for any two corresponding characters (HF, yp) and (q, Hp, yXF), where S

is dim(u n p). Since we want to apply everything that has been said in (5.2)

about fine representations for the limit character (H,yx) of L and 8 = Yx\t ,

we complicate the notation a little bit. We write Rg(L), Q(8, L), Q(3, L)0 ,

AL(8), AL(n) and AF(8) for the corresponding groups Rg , Q(8), Q(8)0,

A(8), A(n) and AF(8) used to decompose the standard representation in (5.2).

In particular, Proposition (5.2.20) (b) establishes the decomposition

AL(S)=_    U       f-AL(n)

^R¡IQ(S,L)

for ne AF(3).

(5.3.2) We consider Al(8) for the set of minimal L n A"-types occurring in

Xl(H , yf). As an application of Corollary (4.2.8), write AK(q, 3) for the K-

irreducible representations arisen from the set A = {n 9 Adimunpu n p | ne

Al(8)} consisting of in A"-irreducible representations: we use the fact that

the 0-stable parabolic subalgebra associated to the Vogan A-element (4.2.4)

for any object of A is exactly q ([Green], Lemma (5.3.23)). Write AK(n)
for the subset of ^(q, 8) that arises from elements of AL(8) multiplied by

Adim(unp)unp, as above. It turns out that ^(q,^) is the set of minimal A"-types

for the standard representation XG(H, y). This is the statement in [Green],

Theorem (6.5.9) (d), omitting the multiplicity-one assertion. Moreover, we can

deduce from there that AK(n) is the set of minimal A"-types of XG(HF, yp) =

9\S(XL(HF, yXF)) (compare this result with Theorem (5.2.22) (b)).

(5.3.3) From Lemma (5.2.10), the (I, LnA")-module XL(HF, yXF) hasaunique

irreducible submodule. By a similar argument to the proof of Lemma (5.2.10)

or by Theorem 6.5.10 (d) in [Green], in terms of cohomological induction,

XG(HF, yp) has a unique (0, AT)-irreducible submodule that we denote by

XG(Hp, yp).

Notation 5.3.4. (a) As in Proposition (5.2.20), we adopt the next notation :

For any element  x   in  Rs (L), we write  x   for its corresponding class in

Rs(L)/Q(3, L)0 and x for its corresponding class in Rg(L)/Q(3, L).
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(b) In view of (5.3.3), for any % e Rs(L)/Q(3, L)0 , define

X ■ XG(HF , y_p) := msq(x ■ XL(HF , y^))

and x • XG(HF, yp) to be the unique irreducible (0, A")-submodule of x •

XG(Hp,yp).

(c) In view of (5.3.2), for any J € RS(L)/Q(8, L), define J ' AK(n) to be
the subset of AK(q, 8) corresponding to X'Al(>i) under the bijection between

AK(q,8) and Al(8) established.

Therefore, we have once more a disjoint union

AK(q,S) =       [J       J-AK(n)
j€RslQ(S,L)

by (5.3.1) and Notation (5.3.4). The following result describes the decomposi-
tion of the Langlands subrepresentation of a standard representation (Definition

(4.1.19)).

Theorem 5.3.5. Assume (H,y) is a regular character for G. Let (HF, yp) be

the limit character constructed in the way mentioned in (5.3.1), with respect to

(H, y) and some n e AF(3). We obtain the following:

(a) The decompositions

XG(H,y_) = m(8,n) £ X • XG(HF, y_p),

X€R{(L)/Q(S,L)0

XG(H,y_) = m(S,n) ¿Z X-XG(HF,yp).

xeRs(L)/Q(S,L)0

(b) The set of minimal K-types of the (g, Kfmodule x • XG(HF, yp) (resp.

ofx-^G(Hp,y_p)) isJ-AK(r,).

(c) x • AK(n) = AK(r]) if and only ifx = l.
(d) x • XG(HF, yp) s Xg(Hf , yp) if and only ifx = l-
(e) The multiplicity of x • XG(HF, yp) in XG(H, y) is m(8, n).
(f) m(3 ,n) = 2m for some m e N. D

By Proposition (5.3.3) and Remark (5.2.11) (a), (HF, yp) in Theorem (5.3.5)

might not be a final character; however, the module XG(HF , yp) can be induced

from some final character (Theorem (5.1.14)).

Corollary 5.3.6. We have obtained the classification of tempered representations,

(4.1.20).
Proof. Assume that the regular character (H, y) in Theorem (5.3.5) is such

that XG(H, y) is a standard tempered representation, (4.1.16). In this case,

XG(H, y) coincides with the Langlands subrepresentation XG(H, y). Theo-

rem (5.3.5) gives a decomposition for it. This proves our assertion. D
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